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TO MAKE WAY FOR POST OFFICE — The stone house that formerly was 1005Chestnut was torn down Monday
in order to make way for the new post office facility. The house was built in 1933 by O.B. Farley. Farley built the
house by himself at an estimated cost of $400. All the stones from the house will be saved by junior Cleaver,
general contractor for the new post office. The stones will be sold o'h a first come, first serve basis.
MSU Professor Clciims They Should
Should Handicapped'
Can and should physically and
mentally handicapped persons operate
automobile vehicles?
Yes, says Dr. Marvin D. Mills:- a -
professor in the Department of Safety
Engineering and Health in Murray
State University's College of Industry
and Technology, adding that many
handicapped persons are fully capable
of operating motor vehicles and
morally and legally deserve to be
taught to do so.
Mills heads a four-member Murray
State team which soon will be traveling
across Kentucky training teachers to
teach and counselors to counsel with
the handicapped individual wishing to
learn to drive.
Mills came to the university in 1977
from Marshall University after service
• with the Office of Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) and the
National Institute of Safety and Health
(NIOSH). working out of Cincinnati,
Ohio, and Washington, D.C., respec-
tively. He is a Fellow and past
president of the American Academy of
Safety Education.
Funded by a S105.000 grant from the
Bureau of Highway Safety in the
Kentucky Department of Tran-
sportation, the team will be working out
of the only resource center in the state
for information, equipment and
materials involved in the training of
handicapped drivers.
Located is the Harry Lee Waterfield
Library on the Murray campus, the
center contains visual equipment, strip
films, video tapes, books and related
materials valued a more than $10,000
and dealing with every phase of
training for the handicapped driver,
regardless of the handicap.
The group also has been provided
with a new station wagon with which to
transport its equipment and materials
to workshops already scheduled for






FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Energy Regulatory Com-
mission has upheld the legality of the
automatic fuel adjustment clause on
utility bills.
The ERC ciismi.ssed a class-action
complaint filed with the old Public
Service Commission Feb. 12 by Terry
McBrayer, then a candidate for the
Democratic gubernatorial nomination,
and nine other Kentucky Utilities Co.
customers. They were later joined by
Attorney General Robert Stephens.
The controversial fuel charge allows
utilities to pass along fluctuating costs
of coal to customers every month
without seeking approval for new rates
from the ERC.
McBrayer charged that the fuel
clause is illegal and unfair, but utilities
countered that without the charge, they
would have to borrow money to cover
cost increases while waiting for
commission approval to raise rates.
Customers would sooner or later have
to pay for highei• fuel costs and interest
charges on borrowed money, the
People Drive Autos?
teachers across the state.
Working with Mills on the program
are Earl Jones, Brenda Warren and
Torn Leary. A graduate of Oklahoma
State University, Jones came to the
campus as an instructor from a similar
position in Dallas, Tex.
Miss Warren holds a bachelor's
degree from Marshall University and
came to Murray from the West Virginia
Rehabilitation Institute, while 'Rai-, is
a graduate student from Murray.
For expediency, the group has
divided the state into four geographic
areas. Plans call for a visit to each of
these areas once every three months
to work with teachers, counselors,
special education specialists and
principals, individually or collectively.
in helping them better understand and
assist the handicapped driver, Mills
said.
"One of the biggest problems in this




CALEXICO, Calif. (AP) — With
aftershocks still grumbling, thousands
of Imperial Valley residents picked up
shattered possessions today after a
thundering earthquake injured at least
91 persons.
Police and volunteers patrolled
against the threat of looting.
Damage from Monday's quake,
measuring 6.5 on the Richter scale, was
widespread throughout this
agricultural valley of 90,000, straddling
the U.S.-Mexican border about 100
miles east of San Diego.
Buildings crumbled and roofs
collapsed. Automobiles were smashed •
by falling debris. Highways buckled,
including sections of Interstate 8.
Twenty rural bridges were damaged.
Several fires broke out. Shattered glass
was everywhere.
Firefighters stood by as officials
worked to drain more than 90,000
gallons of gasoline and aviation fuel at
a fuel tank farm near the Imperial
Valley Airport. Nearby commercial
establishments were evacuated, and
authorities said they feared aftershocks
could further damage three ruptured
tanks, igniting a "mammoth fire." •
It was the strongest quake in the 48
contiguous states since the Feb. 9, 1971,
Sylmar-San Fernando quake which
killed 65 people and also registered 6.5
on the Richter scale.
A six-story, 8-year-old "earthquake-
proof" county government building in
El Centro shifted and tilted when
support pillars cracked and was
declared a total loss by state disaster
officials.
"Our building, I thought was going
about one foot either way. I guess it was
something like being on a roller&
coaster," a mayofls aide said.
There were no major problems at El
Centro's schools. Students had been
sent home at noon as part of a disaster
drill. The quake hit at 4:16 p.m. '
---The All-American Canal, which
brings water from the nearby Colorado
River to this thirsty desert land, ap
parently suffered major damage, said
authorities, who were to make an aerial
survey today.
In Brawley, a water tower toppled
and several mobile homes were shaken
from their supports. Power and
telephone lines were down throughout
the valley and many gas and water
mains were cracked. El Centro Com-
munity Hospital was without water for
many hours.
Across the border in Mexicali, where
some panic was reported, police officer
Apullnar Samaran denied a Red Cross
report of one fatality, but raised the
number of injured in that city to at least
30.
North of the border, "there were no
serious injuries," said Alex Smith.
administrator at El Centro Community
Hospital. "We had light casualties,
bumps and bruises, minor
lacerations...The most serious injury
was a laceration that did not take
stitches."
The quake was felt within a 300-mile
radius in California, Arizona, Nevada
and Mexico. Tall buildings swayed in
Phoenix, Las Vegas, Los Angeles and in
San Diego.
Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr. cut short
an East Coast presidential campaign
swing and was to tour the valley this
afternoon. Local officriLs have already
declared a state of emergency.
Graves Election Board
To Appeal Tax Ruling
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — The Graves
County Board of Elections has voted to
appeal a court ruling which held that a
gross utilities tax enacted by the county
school board is legal.
The school board voted Monday night
to enact the 3 percent tax in July, but a
citizens' group 'collected 3,000
signatures on a petition in an attempt to
put the question on the Nov. 6 ballot.
The petition was filed with the school
board several days before the end of a
30-day filing period on the advice of
Charles Harris, chairman of the
elections board and Graves County
court clerk.
One day after the filing period ex-
pired, the school board delivered the
petition too Harris. And school
Superintendent Gyndel Garnett advised
Han-Is that the law specifies such
petitions are to be filed with the board
of elections.
Harris acknowledged that he had
referred to an outdated law in directing
the petition to be filed with the school
board, but said that because of the
unusual conditions involved In the
the elections board eftended the
filing deadline to cover the lapse.
The school board contended that such
an action exceeded the Board of
Election's authority.
The utilities, meanwhile, were caught
in the middle, with the school board
telling them to collect the tax and the
Board of Elections telling them to wait
until voters decided on it in November
The utilities took the matter to court,
seeking a declaratory ruling, and
Graves Circuit Judge Seth Boaz ruled
last Thursday that the levy was valid
because the elections board did not
have the authority to extend the time
limit.
Boaz said the Board of Elections'
authority ended July 25, the date of the.
deadline, and the petition was not
delivered until later.'
The elections boarCveted Monday to
take the case to the Kentucky Court of
Appeals. County Attorney Ben
Lookofsky said he would seek a sPeedY
hearing before the appellate panel.
Op Friday, Boaz ruled that the tax
must be included in, the utilities'
November bills. But a school board
spokesman said any money collected
would be held in escrow until the appeal
Is settled.
field," he said, "is that many coun-
selors have limited background in
working with the physcially han-
dicapped, especially in teaching them
to operate a motor vehicle."
"Our program," he went on, "has
been designed to do four things: To
teach recognition of the need to teach
the handicapped, to demonstrate how to
teach them, to explain the resources
and training materials available, and to
s teach and demonstrate the procedures
used in counseling with the han-
dicapped, all of which will help produce
a safe, efficient and economically ef-
fective driver."
"We have a complete library of
materials at Murray State, one which is
being added to consistently, and
anything we have is available, free and
on a loan basis, to any teacher or
counselor in the state who has a need
for it, requests it and will return it."
Teachers wishing to contact Mills or
Miss Warren regarding the program
may do so by calling (Area Code 5(2)
782-2488, or by writing Dr. Marvin D.
Mills, Faculty Hall, Murray State
University, Murray, KY 42071.
Planning Commission
To Discuss Land Use
And Housing Element
The Murray Planning Commission
will hold it regularly scheduled meeting
at 7 p.m. tonight in the Murray Com-
mon Council Chambers, according to
Steve Zea, city planner.
Items on the agenda include final
vote on the land use and housing
element and schedule of the first
meeting by the transportation com-
mittee, Zea said.
utilities said.
In an order issued Friday, the
commission rejected the complainants'
argument that the fuel clause is illegal
because it violates the law requiring a
20-day public notice prior to any suet.
change in the rate.
The cornmisson said that it is Om
approval and adoption of the fuel ad-
justment clause itself that constitutes a
change in the rate, and not the monthly
application of the previously approved
fuel clause.
None of the complainants said that
the commission's adoption of a uniform
fuel adjustment clause regulation in
June 1978 failed to comply with all legal
requirements of notice and due process,
the commission noted.
"Once adopted, the monthly ap-
plication of the mathemetical formula
contained in the clause does not con-
stitute a change in rates requiring
notice under (state law)," the com-
mission order said. "The only notice
that is required is that which is
specified in the fuel clause itself, i.e. 10
days notice to this commission."
The ERC also rejected the arguments
that the commission's adoption of the
fuel adjustment clause serves to
"prescribe" a rate, which is prohibited
by law, and that any charge t9 a
customer which cannot be readily
computed from the face of the bill is
illegal.
The commission said it has the ex-
press statuatory authority to prescribe
a just and reasonable rate.
The commisioners also said that
utilities have been required by com-
mission order to give sufficient in-
formation on their bills to enable any
customer to compute the amount of the
fuel adjustment clause attributable to
the bill.
Under the tighter fuel adjustment
clause policy adopted by the com-
mission last year, utilities were
required to use uniform accounting
practices to determine the amount of
the charge each month; to submit
proposed charges to the commission for
review each month 10 days before
sending out bills; to file copies of their
coal-purchase contracts with the
commission, and to justify fuel charges
and coal-buying practices at a public




Tire Plant On Strike
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — About 1,600
employees of General Tire and Rubber
Co. in Mayfield struck at midnight after
the company and Local 665 of the
Rubber Workers Union failed to agree
on a 3-year contract.
State Police said three persons on the
picket line were arrested early today
after a bottle and rock throwing in-
cident. Two cruisers were reported
damaged and a trooper slightly injured.
Negotiations on wages and benefits
have been under way since Sept. 4.
Friends Of Library
Will Meet Thursday
The Friends of the Library
organization will meet for the annual
membership meeting Thursday, Oct.
18, at 7:30 p.m. in the library
auditorium.
Dr. James Byrn, president, will
preside at the business meeting at
which time the new slate of officers will
be elected, the upcoming membership
drive discussed and an announcement
make concerning a new and innovative
project.
A program presented by Mrs. Ruth
Howard, one of the nine volunteer in-
structors of the summer project,
"Childrens Cultural Adventures in
French" will be the highlight of the
evening. Mrs. Howard is a French
teacher at Murray High School; and
she will also include some of the
children who participated in the
protect
The Friends Board of Directors met
Sept. 7 to plan the fall meeting and to
decide on recommendations to be
presented for approval at the mem-
bership meeting. Those serving as
officers are Dr. James Byrn,
president; Mrs. Lucille Potts, vice
president; Mrs. Joanna Sykes,
secretary; Dr. Stanford Hendrickson,
treasurer: and Dr. Ray Moore, Mrs.
Jan Hough, and Andrew Sakelson as
directors. Dues for individual members
are 82.00 a year, organizations $5.00 and
contributing members $10.03 and up.
"People who would like to show their
support of the library in a more
tangible way are urged to attend the
meeting on Thursday, Oct. 18 at 7:30


















Partly cloudy and mild with
scattered mainly afternoon and
evening showers or isolated
thuundershowers today through
Wednesday. Highs both days low
to mid 70s. Lows tonight low to
mid 50s.
QUEEN CANDIDATES — Three juniors and three seniors will vie for Calloway County High Scho
ol's homecoming
queen honors. The six were selected by the Laker football team and a vote by the student body Wednesday will
select the queen. The 1979 queen will be announced at 730 p.m. Friday at Roy Stewart Stadium, prior to the
Calloway County-Crittenden County foptball game. The candidates are (from left) Teresa Tucker, senior Mary
Elkins, senior Sheri Miller, junior; Jana Henson, junior; Cindy Carson, junior: and Amanda Dunn, senior.
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Relatives of Mrs. Porter
I Opal Holland surprised her
Sunday, Oct. .7. with a bir-
Oak* dinner at the Murray-
Calloway County Park. Others
ith "near by" birthdays
were also recognized.
The afternoon was spent in
eating. conversation, and
horseshoe pitching.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. McClure, Mr. and
Mrs. Hoyt McClure, Bill
McClure. Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Wahlig and son, Chris, Mr.
and Mrs. James Geurin. Mr.
and Mrs. Danny Phillips and
sons, Jamie, Jason, and
Justin, Master Matthew
Garrison, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
McClure, Mr. and Mrs. Gary
McClure. and Mr. and Mrs.
Porter Holland.
HEALTH
Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D.
kliAn underlying disease
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
wife, age 70. suffered an acute
heart attack a year ago. Sev-
eral months before she had
begun to lose her immediate
memory. She forgets almost
immediately what she has
done, started to do or was
told. She remembers well
things that happened years
ago. When she talks with
others, she appears to be com-
pletely normal but usually she
doesn't remember the inci-
dent at all.
She was a cigarette smoker
but she stopped after her
heart Attack. While she was
hospitalized with the heart
attack she became very
• confused and disoriented, not
recognizing her surroundings
or the fact that she was ill.
Recently I was told by a
nurse that an artery leading
to her brain could be opened
surgically and an increased
blood flow might correct or
improve her memory prob-
lem. Is this possible'.' If so,
where would I find the proper
specialist to inquire further?
DEAR READER — Your
wife's problem may be relat-
ed to increased fatty-choles-
terol deposits in the arteries.
The disease that causes heart
attacks is really in the arter-
ies and not the heart muscle
itself. That same disease- of
the arteries can affect arter-
ies throughout the body.
including those to the brain.
For that reason the same dis-
ease can cause either a heart
attack or a Stroke.
About 20 percent of the peo-
ple who have problems with
memory, learning problems
and other manifestations of
poor function of • the brain.
which- are sometimes called
senility, really have an under-
lying disease. And in about
one out of four of this group
the - underlying disease is
fatty-cholesterol deposits in
the arteries.
It is true that in some cases
the circulation to the brain
can be improved by routing
the blood around obstructed
arteries. Sometimes these are
obstructed* arteries in the
neck. More recent studies
have attempted to reroute
arterial blood through opera-
tions involving the head itself.
Not everyone with such
arterial changes can benefit
from surgery. Simply put. if
there's a lot of disease in all
the arteries, it's difficult to
find any way to improve the
blood flow through any mech-
anism that's available.
Nevertheless, there are peo-
ple who can benefit I think all
older people who have such
symptoms deserve a good
medical examination. A good
place to start is with the
neurologist. He or she will be
able to look not only for prob-
lems of circulation to the
brain that might be cured but
for other medical disorders
that affect the brain and
might benefit from medical
treatment.
I am sending you` The
Health Letter number 14-2,
The Aging Mind. Other read-
ers who want this issue can
send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed enve-
lope for it. Send your request
to me, in care of this newspa-
per. P.O. Box 1551. Radio City
Station. New York, NY 10019.
As the issue of The Health
Letter I'm sending you
explains, there are a lot of
things you can do to minimize
the changes with aging in
some people and there are
probably some things that can
be done to prevent such
changes.
Many of these changes
could be prevented with diet.
exercise, efforts to keep the
blood pressure low, keeping
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Miss Gail Brame, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James Brame
of Kirksey, and Keith Starks,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Starks of Alm, were married
in a summer candlelight
ceremony at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
John Dale of 'Murray per-
formed the double ring
ceremony. A program of
nuptial music was presented
by Joel Smith, vocalist.
, The wedding vows were
exchanged at the altar
decorated with a seven
branched candelabrum for-
ming an arch. The can-
delabrum was flanked by two
tree candelabra holding seven
bu-rning- —candles-
adorned with yellow daisies,
baby's breath, and greenery.
Yellow ribbons marked the
family pews.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father and given
in marriage by her parents,
wore a formal gown of white
organza trimmed with venise
lace and tiny pearls. The gown
featured a -lovely . scooped
neckline, full sheer sleeves,
arid a flowing A-line skirt
curving into a' sweeping
chapel train.
Completing the bridal en-
semble was a fingertip veil of
silk illusion bordered in
Venise lace. The double tiers
of illusion were attached to a
headpiece of matching lace
and pearls.
She carried a bouquet of
yellow roses, daisies, and
babys breath with long ribbon
streamers tied in love knots.
The jewelry worn by the bride
was a diamond necklace given
to her by the groom.
Miss Cindy Lassiter served
as maid of honor with Miss
Kim Starks as bridesmaid.
Their identical gowns of pastel
yellow were fashioned with
sleeveless bodices and
scooped necklines overlaid
with shter capes of floral
design. They each wore yellow
hats and carried long stem-
Deo& Ably
By Abigail Van Buren
These Kids
Kid You Not
DEAR .ABBV: I just read the letter from the 14-year-old
boy who was afraid he had VD and didn't want to tell his
parents. and I just had to write.
I am a 15-vear-old girl who had a Similar experience. I
thought I had VD. I cried for days. Finally I decided the only
thing I could do was to tell my mother. Abby. that was the
hardest thing I ever had to do. When I told her we both
cried I begged her not to tell my father. but she said she had
to. Some pretty cruel words were exchanged among the
three of us.
The next seven days were the toughest I've ever ex-
perienced. but it also proved how much my parents really
loved me. They stood by me the whole time. When we finally
got the doctor's report, we were relieved to learn that it
wasn't VD— it was another kind of infection.
My friends thought I Was crazy for telling my mother, but
it was the best decision I ever made. It really brought us
closer together. and we got to understand each other better.
Abby. please keep eneouraging kids to take their heavy
problems to their parents. It's not always the easiest way.
Hut it's the smartest. Thanks for letting me have my say. I
rwlieve you really do care.
BEEN THROUGH A LOT
DEAR KEEN; Thanks for the testimonial. Read on for a
letter from a girl who wasn't as lucky as you.
DEAR A1-313).: Thank you for that letter in your column
arning kids about VD. I wish I had seen something like
: hat when I was 14.
I am a 16-yearold girl who just underwent a very painful
and serious operation as a result of gonorrhea.
I had to have a hysterectomy.
Abby, I don't "sleep around." I have only one boyfriend.-
] also have a very ugly seven inch scar down my stomach.
i he worst part is knowing that I will never in my life be able
to bear rniy own children.
Not many kids realize' how serious VD cath be. Please in-
form your readers of this. And if you print-my letter,-please--
don't use my nafrie. Thank you.
PAID A HIGH PRICE
DEAR ABBY: The 57-year-old wife of the impotent
,ar old -spiffy dresser, great dancer, and big spender"
ras a lot to learn. She can't understand why "the other
woman in his life" finds him so attractive)
There are literally thousands of women who. would be
overjoyed to have such a companion. especially if he can't do
anything in bed! What a pleasure it would be to have a man
take me out and show me a good time, and not wrestle me to
the floor when the evening is over!
Another thing the poor wife doesn't seem to know Is that
many:a man who is impotent at home is a powerhouse with
women other than his wife.
• THE VOICE OF EXPERIENCE
CONFIDENTIAL TO "THE END JUSTIFIES THE
MEANS": No way. To record a conversation without advis-
ing the parties concerned that they are being recorded is
both illegal and unethical. Being deceitful in an attempt to
get the goods on someone you distrust makes you no leas
deceitful.
Do you wish you had mote friends? For the secret of-
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular:
o'u're Never Too Young or Too, Old." Send SI with a long,
self-addressed, stamped 128 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Burchett.
Mr. and Mrs.
tiled yellow roses wth
streamers of ribbon flowing to
the floor.
Jimmy. Walker served the
groom as best man.. Barry
Futrell was groomsman.
Ushers were Rick Spann aid
Mark Starks. The men w re
yellow tuxedoes with Mite
carnation boutonnieres.
The groom wore an all white
tuxedo with a yellow r..se
boutonniere.
The mother of the link
wore a full length gown of
mint green. The grooms
mother was attired in a niisty
green floor length gown. T!)..y
wore corsages of white car-
nations.
Miss laJeanna Thornt
and Miss Jill Thornton ke3t
the guest register. The tatie
was overlaid with yellow lz.ee
and centered with silver ::ud
vase holding yellow res:
daisies, and baby's breath
Mrs. Mariam Olree directed
the wedding.
Reception
Following the cerernon a
reception was held at the
church.
The bride's table was
covered with a white ;ace
.cloth decorated with wedling
bells and yellow bows. Cen-
tering the-table was a bouquet
of assorted flOwerc Punch
was .served from a crstal
punch bowl along with nuts
and mints.
The three tiered cake was
Crawford Home Is
Scene Of Meeting
Thrya Crawford was the
leader for the lesson on.
"Bridging The Gap"
presented at the September
meeting of the Eva Wall
Mission Group of the
Memorial Baptist Chruch
Women held at the home of
Mae Foster.
Others assisting in the
program we Lala Boyd,
Lottie Gibson, Modelle Miller,
and Pauline Wainscott.
Laura Jennings, chairman,
presided and led in prayer.
Mrs. Foster, prayer chair-
man, gave the call the prayer
and read scripture from
Isaiah 53.
Others present were Hazel
Ahart, Willie Garland. Nettie
McKee!, Verna Mae Stub-
blefield. and Dorothy Danner.
-Mrs. Baron Palmer
Hostess For lice t
Ws. Baron Trainer opened
her home for the Septet: her
meeting of the Wadesboro
Homemakers Club with Mrs.
Wayne Hardie, president,
presiding.
-Presenting the main lesson
- on "The Look of Fall" was
Mrs. David Palmer who had a
variety of materials, pattorns,
and pictures to show the
different styles of clothes
Mrs. Audra Futrell diriTted
the recreation. Refrestiments
were served by the hostess.
Two visitors were Mrs.
Dacus kedwell and Mrs. Jerry.
Don Butler who became new
'members. Mrs. Mike Miller
. joined the club in June. Other
members present were
Mesdames Clarence Culver,
Gusts Cooper. Max Hurt,




decorated with pastel yellow
roses and white daisies. The
top layer featured a wedding
bell statuette.
Serving the guests were
Mrs. Marilyn Thornton, Mrs.
Sherry Brame. and Mrs.
Marilynn' Mason Each were
presented a corsage of white
'daisies.
Miss Amy Johnson and Miss
CaSandra Brame distributed
rice bags made of yellow net
tied with pastel yellow rib-
bons.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Starks left later for a short
wedding trip and are now
residing at Almo.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Starks,
parents of the groont, were





FOR WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1379
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr, 19)4r4r4
A fresh approach to a work
problem brings results A Co--
worker may goof off on the
job, but you'll make progress
on your OVITL
TAURUS
(Apr.' 20 to May 20) Ali
A direct approach serves
you well in a romantic
situation. Don't evade issues
or controversial topics. Be
willing to face realities.
t 
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20) mi°119.
pi
A partner or roommate may
not want to pitch in, but still
you'll accomplish much
around the house. Do it
yourself for success
CANCER
June 21 to July 22)
A slight mix-up in com-
munication won't hold you
back. Balance serious
thinking with local visits and
recreational activities.
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 22)
Avoid questionable in-
vestments and gambling. Buy
essential household items and
durable goods. Keep spending
within budget. Be practical.
VIRGO n0 kt.(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
A family member seems
vague or evasive, but you're
highly articulate now and can




rtSept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Gossip and rumors make it
worth your while to keep your
own counsel. Investigate
financial tips. Visit those
feeling under par.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 ni/e)P
Speak up and get to know
new acquaintances at a social
get-together, but don't let
others have privy to your
financial status.
SATITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) AO
Do further, research re a
career move. Don't rely on
SIC-)
what the factsappear to be.
Be ready to assume more
career responsibility.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) ViO
Keep your suspicions to
yourself. If questioned, others
may try to put you on the
defensive. Be on the lookout
for new advisers.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Consult with superiors about
new business ideas. Friends
and money don't mix now. Go
over the books with at-
countants or tax experts.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Be a good listener. Don't
drift off. Consider a trip for
lir
a
two to a distant place. Shos
loved ones you're willing to
your part.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
natural affinity for the
business world, but may not
care to handle details. You
can commercialize your ar.
tistic talents and are often
found in businesses allied with
the arts. Interior decorating,
design, selling antiques, or
managing a boutique ma)
appeal to you. Especially
attracted to the theatrical
world, you can make your
mark there, either as an actor
OC playwright. Real est4te,
banking, and management






INNERS of the Nutrition Education Poster
Contest at Southwest Calloway Elementary School as a part
of the observance of National School Lunch Week, Oct. 15 to
19, were, left to right, Jeanne Carrot, first place, Gail
Turner's room, Carmon Glass, second place, Jane Cothran's
room, and Stephanie Wuest, third place, Gail Turner's room.
Manufacturer's Sale
Women's Fashions Wholesale
50% to 75% Off
Three Days Only, Oct. 18-19-20
9:00 A.M. - 1:00 P.M.
at the
Holiday Inn Banquet Room
LAST MARCH, WE STARTED FIGHTING INFLATIONI
BY LOWERING PRICES UP TO ,250.
NOW WE'RE FIGHTING EVEN HARDER.





the cost of almost
everything went up,
the cost of a Singer*
sewing machine came down. We lowered prices
on many of our machines— on one model as much
as $250.00
And now we're reducing some of them even more.
At the Singer Fall Sale.
There's never, been a better time to save on a Singer
sewing machine, whether you're interested in our most
advanced Touch-Ionic memory machines"' (which give
you up to 27 stitches at the touch of a button), our versatile Creative TouchFashion+ machines or the more basic Slylist machines. Within each category,
you can buy a machine for less than you could one year ago-.
- And today, with the cost of clothing skyrocketing, sewing makes moresense than ever. Because with a Singer
machine you can create upito-date
fashions for your whole family for less
than half. the 'cost-of ready-
made clothes.
. So come in to the
Singer Store right now,
during our great Fall
Sale. And find out just
how much you can





Will Hold Your Lay-Away











The Stylist Machine 033 Now Just $109 00
($40 Off Last Year's
Reg, Price. Save $40 More
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BIRTHDAYS — Glinda Jeffrey, food services director in the Murray City Sthools, 
is
helping all first graders celebrate their birthdays this year. The first Friday of each 
mon-
th is "Birthday Celebration Day" and all first graders with birthdays during 
that month
are presented with cupcakes and birthday hats to honor the event. In photo 
are Oc-
tober birthday children: fitst_row„_from left,, Lesia Nesbitt, Theresa 
Mueller, Alison
Ward, Stuart Davenport and Mrs. Jeffrey; second row, Pamela Stowers, Sara 
Thom-
pson, Maria Fuhrman and James Barnett.
.1/11.SS Vinson 
Photo by Kaye Peebles
Mini Merchants Is Group Of
Is Honored 1 ming Students In Business
At Shower
_ Miss Beth Vinson: wlikIse
• 7 - -marriage to Keith-Mangriun
will be an event of Friday,
Oct. 19, at 7 p.m. at the Hazel
Baptist Church, was COED-
plimented with a
miscellaneous shower on Oct.
5 at the home of Mrs. Larry
Lindsey, Mayfield. -
For the occasion the
honoree chose to wear a tweed
suit with a lilack - velvet blazer.
Honored gujsts were the
bride-elect's mother, Mrs.
Willie 0. Vinson of Hazel, the
grtoni-elect's mother, Mrs.
Janice Sanderson, his- step
mother, Mrs. Gene Mangrum,
and: his grandmother, Mrs.
Raymond Mangrum. •
The gifts were displayed on
the dining room table. Potted
-plants were used as
- decorations throughout the
room.
Cake, coffee, and Cokes
were served. Approximately




The descendants of Redden
Cooper, an early settler in
Henry County, Tenn., held
their annual reunion on
Sunday. Sept. 30, at
Metropolis. -
Members of the family
came from Texas, Michigan,
Kentucky, Tennessee. Illinois,
and Indiana.
The oldest members present
were Clareuce Marberry. 85,
who was master of
ceremonies. Mrs. Marguerite
Cope Marberry. 84, Paducah,
and Miss Elsie Cooper, • 85,
Paris. Tenn.
Also attending the reunion
were Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Riley, Dallas. Texas, Mr. and
Mrs. Walter E. Stewart,
Pittsboro, Ind., Walter Golec
and Betty Golec, Chicago, Ill.,
Mrs. Helen Ford, Redford,
Mich., Mr. and Mrs.. Fred,
Wunderlick. Harrisburg, Ill.,.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Vinson,
Vienna, Ill., and Nolan.
Cooper, Paris, Tenn
POMPANO BEACH, Fla.
(AP) - It's 9:30 a.m. again,,
and the 18 employees of Mini
Merchants Inc. are checking
in for work.
Robert Harcarik begins
cutting small patterns from
large pieces of stained glass;'
not many employees are
strong enough to do it,/
Former company President
Ricky Weise handles the 18-
employee payroll. "You have
to be good at math to do it," he
explains.
The current president, Alex
Towse, expounds on. her
. management philosophy.
"You've got to respect what
they do," she says of her
employees. "If they make a
mistake, you can't go over and
yell at them."
Alex is. 10. Everybody else
who work for Mini Merchants
also is 10 - or 9.
They're all fourth-and fifth
• graders in Alva Alexander's
class for gifted students at
Cypress Inementary School.
Mrs. Alexander launched the'
company a year ago on a
whim.
Consultants from Florida
Atlantic University and from
a stock brokerage firm gave
lessons on business. A lawyer
handled the legal work and
pargnts lent money at 5
percent.
Last year, sales topped the
$1,000 mark. Tracy Kunkler,
vice president for sales,
figures profit at -ap-
proximately $85.76."
Danny Wilkerson and Lisa
Ward are recognized as the
best "foilers" - workers who
wrap the edges of. pieces of
glass with copper foil. The foil
edges are then soldered.
And although Anthony
DeMore's job is quality
control, he has yet to reject
anyone's work this year.
The students say they
learned a lot. Brad Myers, the
company inspector, says he
learned that "A business is a
place where you work your
butt off."
THE ACES'ilRA G CORN, JR.
"Nothing so needs.refor-
mation as other people :s
habits."-- Mark Twain.
West got off to the best
lead in his defense of today's
shaky game.. Unfortunately,
he was the victim of a bad
habit later in the play and
he lost his opportunity to
beat the game.
East won the trump ace
and returned a trump..
declarer winning with his
jack. Declarer played his
heart king. which West won,
and now declarer was out of
danger. He won the next
trick and had an easy time
scoring four heart winners
in dummy, the spade ace
and one spade ruff and five
trump winners in his own
hand. Making five
diamonds.
To beat the hand, West '
must duck his heart ace
when declarer offers him
the king. The excellent
opening lead, coupled with a
paralyzing duck, would iso-
Women Sizes
5-10,
AAA AA, A, B
Bass Weejuns:
- The original loafers
u• non lege oda rv cionfort
anti hiutability t racial(' nal_stylaLlioak.....,...„
, •
late dummy's heart winners
and there would be no way
to make 11 tricks.
Had West chosen any
other lead, declarer would.
have had a clear path to
score ii tricks. Assume a
spade lead to declarer's ace,
declarer unblocks the heart
king and it matters not if
West wins or ducks.
If he ducks, declarer
takes the cross ruff route
and ruffs three spades in
dummy while ruffing clubs
back to his hand. He scores
a heart, a spade, three spade
ruffs and five diamond
winners in his own hand.
If West takes his ace of
hearts immediately, the
play goes the same as




• Q 8 4
K 9 6 3
WE-ST EAST
• 9 • K Q 10 5 3
V A 4 3 2 p876
• 9 2 • A 10




• KJ 76 5 3
• - - -
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
South. The bidding:
South West North East
1 • 2 4. Pass Pass
2 • Pass 2 • Pass
3 • Pass 4 • Pass
5 • Pass Pass Pass
Opening lead Deuce of dia-
monds
suit provides the vital
winners to score the game.
Finding the crucial open-
ing lead is not enough. It is





• Q J 10 9 5
• Q 8 4
North -"South
1 NT
ANSWER: Two clubs, Stay-
man. If North bids hearts, bid
game and hope If North bids
spades, bid three hearts (an
overbid), and pray.
- - -
Send bridge questions to The Aces
P0 Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225.





School Class of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church will meet in
the home of Carolyn Carroll at
7 p.m.
Music Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house
with the program on "Lullaby
of Broadway."
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
Clara Eagle, Emeritus
Professor of Art, Murray
State University, will present
a program on "Arts and
Crafts Through Histonf"_at _
thihlurray Ad Guild at 7 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 18
Friends of the library
Organization will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the Calloway Public
Library with the program to
be presented by Ruth Howard,
French teacher at Murray
High SchooL
Epsilon Sigma Alpha
Sorority will have a Halloween
party at the home of Jean
Fleming at 7 p.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
to meet, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Ellis Community Center.
Home Department, Murray
Wonian's Club, *ill meet for
an informal breakfast at 9:30
a.111, at the club house.
Thursday, Oct. 18




Thursday, oi t I#
Baptist Young Women of
First Church will meet with
Mrs. Richard Crouch at 7 p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m, at the lodge
hall.
Jazz Band I will present an
outdoor concert near Hart
Hall, Murray State Univer-
sity, from 12: 30 to 1:30 p.m.
Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club is
scheduled to meet at 6:30 p.m.
at the Triangle Restaurant.
The regular clinic at the
Calloway County Health
Center will not be held today.
Thursday. Oct. 18
Events in land Between the
lakes will include Makin'
Molasses from 9:30 a.m. to 3
p.m_ at Empire Farm. and
Quilting Bee from 1 to 4 pin.
at The Homeplace-1850.
Senior Citizens' Groups will ,
meet as follows: Hazel at the
Hazel Community. Center at 10
a.m. with lunch at 11:45 a.m.;
Murray at Ellis Center from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. with lunch at
12 noon: Lunch at Douglas
Center at 12 noon
FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
We 
SHARON CAROS11, Massager M tilCkbe aatharford, Reservatin'os,
Wails %Ws Cipassilimiss: Mira S. Maw, Mariseia M. Ks*
711 Maio St., Murray 753-GOGO (4646)
OPEN 9 AM TO 5 PM MON. THRU FRI.
We Write Air Tickets For All Airlines While You Wait 0,,,„All
„.... '''''",,-"/<,..
h
NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES!
Honor The Some Credit Cords
e Airlines Dot Such As... MEM
HOTELS-CRUISES-RENTAL CARS-TRAVEl. INSURANCE Mill
Murray TOPS I take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
.meet at the Health Center at 7
Senior Voice recital by
Penny Wilson, Salem, will be
at 8:15 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, entirray 'State"
University. -
'Makin' Molasses" will be
the program at Eqrfi:e Farm,
Land Between e Lakes,
from 1 to 4 p.m. each day
through Oct. 2.
Reservations for ladies day
luncheon for Wednesday at the
Oaks Country Club should be
made by today with Cindy
Dunn or Virginia Jones.
Harvest Sunday School of
First Baptist Church will meet




Club will meet with Mrs
Clarence Culver at 1 p.m.
Blood pressuce check for
Hazel Senior Citizens will be
held at the Hazel Community
Center at 12 noon. Activities
will start at 10a.m. with lunch
at 11:45 a.m.
A birthday party will be
featured at the 12 noon hui-
cheon at the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly at the
Douglas Community Center.
Murray Country Club Lady
Golfers will have their awards
banquet with a social hour at6
p.m. and dinner at 7 p.m. at
the club.
J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of them
Confederacy will meet at the
home of Mrs. Darrell Mitchell
at 1:30 p.m.
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at noon at the Oaks
Country Club with Cindy Dunn
and Virginia Jones as
chairmen of the hostesses.
Bridge with Maxa Read as
hostess will be at 9:30 a.m.
Christian Men's Fellowship
of First Christian Church will
have a dinner meeting at the
fellowship hall at 6 p.m.
A panel of experts on the
Victorian Era will present a
program on the exhibition of
Victorian photograph) now
being shown at the Calloway
Public Library at 7 p.m. at the
library.
Makin' Molasses will
continue from 9:30 a.m. to 3
p.m. at the Empire Farm in
Land Between the Lakes.
Thursday, Oct. 18
Town and Country
Homemakers Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. James Lawson, 177
Johnson Boulevard.
Murray Women of tnt:
Moose will meet at Rpm.
the officers to meet at 7 p 'n
at the lodge hall.
GOERNER WINS
NEW YORK (AP) - Lee
Goerner has been selected as
the fourth winner of the Tony
Godwin Memorial Award.
Goerner is an assistant
editor at Alfred A. Knopf. The
award, established in 1976. is
presented annually "to an
outstanding young editor. in
alternate years from England
and the trnited States, and
includes a stipend for travel
and living expenses enabling
the winner to learn the ways of
a publishing house on th0
other side of the Atlantic for a
period of six weeks."
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WE MUST SELL OVER
1,000,000
YARDS
FROM OUR KANSAS CITY
WAREHOUSE WE'VE
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12.99 & $3.99 QUALITY
SOLIDS & FANCIES IN POLYESTERS
& ACRYLICS-1 TO 4 YD. LENGTHS
DOUBLE KNITS
100% POLYESTERS & BLENDS
SOLIDS & FANCIES 60" WIDE
FULL BOLTS, MEDIUM & HEAVY WEIGHTS
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99.,
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Ten years ago the U.S.
Supreme Court was entering a
period of drastic change in its
membership. Between 1969 and
1971, -Richard Nixon as presi-
dent was able to appoint four
new justices, among them War-
ren Burger to replace Earl
Warren as chief justice.
It was presumed that the
judicial pendulum would be sw-
inging from liberal to con-
servative, from the activism of
the Warren court to the "strict
constructionist" philosophy
that Mr. Nixon was looking for
in his appointments.
Today it is hard to pin a label
, on the court which has just
opened its 1979-80 session. Ex-
cept for the replacement of
Justice William 0. Douglas
with Justice John Paul Steven
in 1975, it is the same court that
took shape in the flurry of
changes at the beginning of the
decade. Yet the Burger co,urt
has become far less predictable
in its decisions than the Warren
Court.
Last year especially, its deci-
sions in the areas of job
discrimination, school busing,
abortion and women's rights
• could be characterized as more
liberal than conservative. The
court has been splitting 5-4 fre-
quently on such sensitive
issues, but with a varying mix
of justices on the majority and
minority sides. No justice or
group of justices has emerged
as enough of a commanding
presence on the court to impart
a consistent philosophical point
of view to its decisions..
This has led to decisions that
are more narrow than sweep-
ing in their application. Both
the Bakke and Weber decisions
have stopped short of defining
clearly how far affirmative-
action programs can go in ad-
vancing the interests of
minorities before infringing on
the rights of the majority. Last
term, the court upheld the right
of a criminal defendant to ex-
clude the press and public from
a pre-trial hearing, but left
hanging the obvious question of




One of the most stirring injunctions to
world peace is found (ironically) in a
book, the Jewish Bible or Old
Testament, that contains many
descriptions of a warlike and vengeful
Jehovah.
These words from the opening
chapters of the Book of Isaiah,
however, describe a God who is to bring
peace to all nations:
And it ellen come to parr in the
latter day', that the mountain of
Jehovah" houre Phil!! be
eFtabllighed on the top of the
rnountainp. .. and all nationr rhall
flow unto It. And many people!
shall go and ray, Come ye, and let
tIF go up to the mountain of
Jehovah, to the houre of the God of
Jacob; and he will teach up of hip
war... And he will judge between
the nation,. . . and they ,hall beat
their rvvorrir into ploweharer, and
their Teen, into pruning-hooky;
nation ?hall not itft up P word
againrt nation, neither !hall they
learn war any more.
So lasting and haunting is this image
that today the sculpture of a man
beating a sword into a plowshare
graces the plaza of the United Nations
building in New York.
1)le Thought
"Hath the lord as great delight in
burnt offerings and sacrifices, as in
it eying the voice of the lord? Be-
Told, to obey is better than sacrifice,
and to hearken than the fat of rams"
I Samuel 15:22
name pi the game is obedience
Ari),thiing less gets us.into trouble with
our ( reator Are you obedient to your
lieJvcrily I ather
can clear the courtroom at the
trial itself.
The coming term affords
an opportunity for the court to
clarify some of these am-
biguities. As full as its agenda
is, the court in coming months
will be refining the law on old
issues rather than tackling any
major new ones.
This period of backing and
filling comes as the Supreme
Court may be approaching
another period of change in its
membership. Five of the nine
justices are now past 70, and
two have been ailing. It is possi-
ble that Jimmy Carter will
have an opportunity to leave an
imprint on the court with at
least one appointment even if
he is a one-term president.
In the perspective of history
an appraisal of the Burger
court is still difficult to make,
Its caution and hair.-splitting on
some major issues have been
exasperating to those looking
for clearer mandates from on
high. Yet, given the trauma
that often accompanied deci-
sions from the more activist
Warren court, a group of
justices splitting narrowly over
gray areas of judicial inter-







By M. C. Garrott
'The Galley' Passes A Milestone
IT ith 520. Columns Down The Road
This is "Milestone Week" for both the
"Galley" and me. It was five years ago
this week that the first "Garrott's
Galley" appeared in your Murray
Ledger Se Times. It was more years
than I care to reveal ago this week that
I first saw the light of day, the firstborn
of a young farm couple at St.
Bethelhem. .Tenn., over near
Clarksville.
Since then, 520 of these columns have
appeared in your paper — one each
Tuesday and Thursday. Only one time
did it fail to appear as scheduled. That
was on a Thursday, and one had been
written for that day. It actually ap-
peared the next day, a Friday, after
Publisher Walt and Editor Gene had
held it up while mulling over whether or
not to use it.
I had chided Mike Brandon, the
sports editor at thg time for referring to
Notre Dame's famous "Four " Hor-
semen" as "the front four." They were
the Notre Dame backfield, and when
they played in the 1920s, no one in
football had ever heard of a "front
four."
++4-
I have — carefully filed — every one
of the 520 columns, not only clipped
from the paper but with the original
copy right with each one, with one
exception. Somehow the fourth and
final one of the recent series on Ted
Sanford was misplaced and got away
from me before I could pick it up.
Any column, given the subject, can be
located within minutes. I've done this
for my kids, hoping someday they
might like to have them. Frequently. I
am asked for a copy of a particular





1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Copyright. 1971
• + +4444•4444-4-44- 444444•-•-••  • • • ++++++++ +44++++
.Brightening up the overcast sky, the Ledger printed the first
page in red color for a business firm March 23, 1916, for the Murray
Furniture and Undertaking Co., with B. F. _Schroader manager
featuring tailor-made caskets. Perhaps seeing red in a newspaper
was a triumph of sorts, another seeing red M a jug should not he
overlooked in the recipe for mule whiskey: 1 bushel corn meal,
100 pounds of sugar, 2 boxes lye, 4 plugs of tobacco, 4 pounds of
poke root berries, 2 pounds soda. Results: Would make a rabbit
spit in a bullfrog's eye and a henpecked husband throw, rocks at his
blind mother-in-law,
. The mood of the county' was riding high on the economi,
crest of the highest prices ever paid for tobacco in the history of
the county. Merchants pulled all stops in their efforts to sharc
with the farmers in their new prosperity. At the same time of the
celebrating there was in their midst a scholarly group, not neces-
sarily versed in a formal education, but one which had the capatits
to form sound judgments. In addition, there were the remnants
of Confederate veterans who shared with the more intellectual
group the apprehension of a bloated prosperity based on an impend-
ing war. On the whole, the mass of mankind which embraced
the predominant rural population was literally being swept off
their feet, holding in their hip pockets buyers' contracts to sell their
new crop of tobacco. The euphoria was an emotional outburst
found in the wave of prosperity that refused to recognize the twisting
tail of a-tornado war shaping in the darkening cloud of a July freshet.
heaping destruction across an amazed countryside. That was the
merry mood this 1916 Christmas-tide. However, a thunderbolt
struck the town of a new dimension but not unlike the massive trag-
edies befalling our people since the county's birth: For the first
time, a racial conflict reared its hydra-headed spectre to beset thi
people at a moment in history, long licking the.. wounds of harsh
pinoeering s'ettlement, Civil War, political feud and Night Riding in
the vain hope of a togetherness recovery. As distasteful as it may
(be to recall the tragic timing, a sad death, the unwanted aftermath,
necessity forces the revelation of details to better understand Our
true history. It would be like a wagon wheel with three • missing
spokes to bypass the rugged panorama of progress in Calloway




To some folks, including Don Arm-
strong, executive secretary of the
Kentucky Press Association, the
column is "Garrott's Gallery," which
isn't it at all. A "gallery" is a place
where they hang pictures.
In the print business, the word
"galley" means one column of type
from top to bottom of a page something
like 21 or so inches -deep. A good
linotype operator in the old "hot metal"
days would set-about a galley and a haN
of type an hour.- Today, with their
electronic typesetting processes, they
do this within seconds.
So, that's where the column name
came from, simply a galley of type, and
it sort of goes along with Garrott —
"Garrott's Galley." Actually, it was
Frank Evens, the late former owner of
The Mayfield Messenger, who came up
with that name for the first column I
ever did. It sort of stuck.
++
Looking back across these past five
years of writing the column brings to
mind many interesting things and
people. My life has been enriched by the
many different people I've met arid
written about — from the high and
mighty in the political and en-
tertainment worlds to the good, God-
fearing solid citizens of Murray and
Calloway County.
I particularly have enjoyed meeting
and writing about our senior citizens,
and I mean really SENIOR citizens —
those way up there in age. It's another
world, listening to them tell about the
simple life of their early years — the
horse and buggy days, river ferries, the
first cars in town and so on. A couple of
these have reached 100 years old.
Several others are close to it.
Too, the older folks are so ap-
preciative when I write about them,
sending me all kinds of jams, jellies and
sweets like that. Some never had their
name in the paper, much less had a
whole column written about them.
Their telephones — which normally
rang only occasionally — would almost
ring off the wall after their column
appeared, they say, as friends and
family would see it and call. They like
that, and it makes you feel good to have
Capitol Ideas
had a part in it.
+ ++
I'm often asked how I come up with
something to write about twice each
week. That's no problem. The problem
is time to do them. There are thousands
of interesting stories to be ;old right
here in Calioway County. I could sit
down with any one of you and come up
with two or three good columns, given
the time.
When I started, I thought I would Let
lots of clever little things sent in to me
— like Joe Creason used to get — but
,that hasn't been my experience. I've
had only a handful, but Joe had the
whole state to work with, which could
be the difference. •
I get lots of leads, though, and run
them down in the evenings and on
weekends, staying one or two jumps
ahead of my two weekly deadlines. W.
J. Pitman is my most prolific tipster.
He has an unusual nose for news and
primarily has been responsible for
_several of my "Galleys." L.D. Miller,
Popeye Ross and George Ed Overbey
are others who have been a lot of help.
+
Writing the column — that's& story in
itself. I have written them everywhere
and at all hours — on park benches, on
the beach, on a briefcase in my lap
while Cathryn drove but mostly in the
quietness of our home in the early
morning hours long before the family
awakened.
Nine out of 10 are written first in
longhand, scratched up and rewritten a
time or two before being typed, edited
and delivered to Editor Gene. It takes
about 45 minutes to get one on paper
once the words are in my head.
Writing the column, I suppose, must
be my way of relaxing — much the
same as others do when they smoke, dig
in their gardens, their flowers or baby
their lawns.
I enjoy writing the "Galley," and it is
heartwarming to have folks tell me
they enjoy reading it, possibly relating
the experience to an event or time in
their lives.
These are some of the thoughts I had
as this "Milestone Week" rolled around
again for the two of us — the "Galley"
and me.
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer
Campaigns
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presidential
campaigns are too long, President
Carta- says. A lot of Americans would
agree.
"I don't think Wain the interest of our
country to start so early," said Carter,
who started his campaign for the 1978
Democratic nomination in 1974.
Not so many years ago, no candidate
would have thought of announcing for
president before Jan. 1, of the
presidential election year. By Jan. 1,
1910, it's likely that every major con-
tender for the Democratic and
Republican nominations will have
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Too Long?
formally entered the race.
Rep. Philip Crane of fflinois, an-
nounced his candidacy for the
Republican presidential nomination
Aug. 1, 1978. Others have been cam-
paigning for at least as long.
A lesson that may have been lost on
those who lust for the White House is
that the leading contenders for both
major party nominations are the
unannounced candidates — President
Carter and Sen. Edward M. Kennedy
among the Democrats, and Ronald
Reagan among the Republicans.
The 1980 campaign has been going on
so long, no one is certain when it began.
Some political historians would date
It to the first speaking trip Sen. Bob
Dole, R-Kan., made after the last vote
was counted in the 1976 election.
Dole was the vice presidential. can-
didate on the losing Republican ticket
and he lost no time in taking soundings
for a race for the top spot on the 1980
ticket.
A few revisionist historians might go
so far as to date the start of the 1910
campaign to the time, maybe 20 or
more years ago, when Harold Stassen
perceived that 1980 might be a good
year for one more try at the White
House.
Whatever date is agreed upon as the
start of the 1980 campaign, the trend is
clear: presidential candidates soon
may start to announce more than tow
years ahead of time.
Looking Back
10 }rears Ago
Diane Clark, Rita Seidel, Kip Mason,
Sharon Moore, and Ellen Teitloff of the
Mw-ray University School have been
selected to participate in the Quad State
String Orchestra Festival Oct. 20 at
Paducah Tilghman High School.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Lawrence McClelland, 76.
Pictured is Mrs. Harold Hurt
presenting a check for $400 to Mrs. Eula
Mae Doherty, director of the Headstart
Program, from the Sigma Department
of the Murray Woman's Club. Also
pictured is Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr.,
chairman of the Sigma Department.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr.and Mrs. Danny R. Hatcher on OCt
10.
Dr. Will Frank Steely, former
chairman of the History Department,
Murray State University, now dean of
Clinch Valley College of the University
of Virginia, Wise, will speak at the
Exhibitors Breakfast during the annual
Kentucky Library Associational
Conference at Louisville Oct. 30 to Nov.
1.
20 Years Ago
The first Calloway County 4-H Club
Fair will be held Oct. 17 at Cutchin
Stadium, Murray State College.
Exhibits will be judged in all
categories. Also included will be sports
events and talent contests.
Elected as officers of the Murray
College High School Band were Chris
Miller, Charles Robertson, Bobby
Falwell, and Michael Alexander.
Sandra Smith is drurn major, and
Susan Evans and Patsy Winchester are
twirlers. ,
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Thweatt, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Stacy Underwood, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Sills.
Dr. Harry Sparks spoke on "The
Needs of Education in Kentucky" at the
meeting of the Murray Branch of the
American Association of University
Women held at the Kentucky Colonel.
Bernard Riggins, formerly of
Murray, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bailey
Higgins of Murray, has been elected
president of the Kiwanis Club at Paris,
Tenn.
Tuna, Starkist light chunk, is listed as
selling for three cans for 89 cents in the
ad for Parker Food Market.
30 }'ears Ago
Ruble Smith, professor at Murray
State Colige, was elected as president
of the First District Education
Association at the annual session held
at MSC on Oct. 14. Buron Jeffrey,
Murray, was elected to the Board of
Directors. About 1,500 persons attended
the session.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Sallie
Crews Wilson,
The Western Kentucky Symphony
Orchestra, directed by Prof. Price
Doyle, head of the Music Department at
Murray State College, has begun
, rehearsals for the annual fall concert
tour.
Lucille Thurman, Myrtle J. Wall,
Sadie Nell Jones, Rebecca Churchill,
Rosezella Outland, Bertha Neil Shroat
Dunn, Elizabeth Churchill, Ruth Black-
wood, Mary Allbritten, Beth Sexton,
Doris Rowland, Rachel Rowland, and
Tennie Breckenridge of the Murray
Business and Professional Women's
Club are attending the fall roundup of
Districts I and II of the Kentucky
B&PW Clubs being held at Mammoth
Cave National Park, The Murray group
will present a play, "The Previous
Question," written by Lillian Lowry of
Murray, at the meeting.
Tt)(lav In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Oct. 16, the 269th
day of 1979. There are 76 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1964, China became
the fifth world nuclear power, an-
nouncing that it had tested its first
atomic weapon.
On this date:
In 1793, French Queen Marie
Antoinette was beheaded.
In 1940, as world hostilities increased,
the United States banned further steel
and scrap iron sales to Japan.
In 1941, the Germans captured the
Russian city of Odessa.
In 1970, Anwar Sadat became
president of Egypt, succeeding the late
Gamal Abdul Nasser.
In 1973, the Nobel Peace Prize wrist
awarded to the men who concluded the
Vietnam cease-fire agreement:r,
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and'
North Vietnamese negotiator Le Dud
Tho:
Ten years ago: The Soviet Union's
new Premier, Alexei Kosygin was,
forming a postKrushchev government".
Five years ago: The Senate Rules.,
Committee announced that con-,
firrnation hearings for Vice President.
designate Nelson Rockefeller would
reconvene after the Congressional
elections.
One year ago: Cardinal Karol4
Wojtyla was elected Pope to a conclave..
in the Vatican, and took the name Johni
Paul II.
Today's birthdays: Retired Supreme
Court Justice William Douglas is 84'1
Sen. Clifford Hansen of Wyoming is 87
Actress Angela Lansbury is 54.
Thought for today: How vast 'ç
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'
Staff photo by Tony Wilson
Murray State tailback Nick Nance ( 38) was named the Ohio Valley Conference's offensive player of the week by the league
office today for his 144-yard rushing performance against Middle Tennessee last Saturday in Murfreesboro.
Stargell, 'Wild Bill' Are Among
Those Presented Series Awards
By WILL GR1MSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
BAI,TIMORE -- As the
World Series winds down, let's
take time out to present the





Stargell, Pirates, who bumps
and carries on a dialogue with
every enemy batsman who
visits him at first base. "The
Cincinnati Reds complained to
the league office and I got a
reprimand," says the 38-year-
old Pittsburgh captain and
motivator. "I told them to




Maglock, Pirates, labeled a
Oubhouse lawyer and
troublemaker with both the
Chicago Cubs and San
Francisco Giants, emerges as
the popular and self-effacing
star of the National League
Chimpions. With nine hits in
18 at. bats the last five in a





Orioles. The little field
general's chess moves,
picking the right pinch-hitter
and the proper relief pitcher
at the right time, has
astounded experts. Half-lucky
and halt genius, perhaps, but
let's face it — guys make their
own luck.
The "Manassa Mauler"
Award for diamond pugilism:
Rick Dempsey, Orioles cat-
cher, 6-feet and 184 pounds of
pure fury. He throws his body
in front of wild pitches, digs
errant balls out of the dirt,
feuds with his pitchers and,
when something goes wrong,
destroysjhe water cooler and
starts helmets and bats flying.
The Orioles have learned to
duck.
The "William Shakespeare
Award for Pretentious and
Pontifical Rhetoric: The TV
and radio announcers who
continue to try to impress us
with highfalutin' v'ords like
"velocity" and "location"
when they mean "a fast ball
tow and on the outside cor-
ner." This despite the gentle
rebuke by Columnist Russell
Baker of the New York Times.
The "Dizzy Dean-
Daffiness" Award: Don
Stanhouse ("Stan the Man
Unusual"). Orioles relief
pitcher. Although his World
Series performance didn't
measure up to that in the
playoffs, his Harpo Marx hair
style, stuffed gorilla and glib
commentary still added comic
relief to an aggravating week













206 S. 4th St., Murree., 753-8060
Chuck Tanner, manager of the
Pirates. No All-American boy,
hut an All-American Man —
gracious, friendly, . con-
siderate in face of the severest
strain. Class with a capital C.
The "Aw Shucks! Modesty
Award; Kiko Garcia,
Baltimore shortstop in the
minim! for MVP, who says,
-They should give the car to
either The Bird, who
represents all of us, or make it
a 25 passenger bus. It's been a
team job.
The "Why-Watch-The-
Game'!" Award: Wild Bill
Nagy. the human alphabet
who delights Orioles fans from
the top of the dugout better
than most of the Muppets who
have invaded baseball —
Baltimore's The Bird, The
Pirate Parrot, The, Chicken,
Phillie Phanatic and AtIsInta's
Bleacher Creature, etc.
Nowadays the game appears
undressed if it doesn't have a
clown.
AwAdmiluik 44; _
CPT iliVr#' Miliray Ledger & Times
The "Pinch-Me-Quick -
Before-I-Wake Up" Award
Tim Stoddard, Orioles, fi-T,
235-pound relief pitcher and
fugitive from the basketball
court, who got the first and
only hit of his five-s ear
professional career in
Saturday's six-run eigldr





Dave Parker, Pirates right
fielder, a 6-5, 230-pourd
monster, highest paid pla)er
in baseball at nearly 81 million
a year, who has all the
ingredients of greatness -
speed, fine arm, power at Ow
plate, dedication and con-
fidence."I am the best,"sa)!•
Big Dave, with a complete
candor. ••I should win the
Triple Crown ( batting





By the Associated Press
TEMPE, Ariz. — The man
who fired Frank Kush said the
former Arizona State football
coach asked his players to lie
for him.
The accusation Monday by
ASU Athletic Director Fred
Miller drew a swift response
from Kush, who held a press
conference in his own
backyard and told reporters,
"Believe me, I never did such
a thing."
Miller charged that Kush
asked ASU football players to
deny that they saw him punch
former punter Kevin Rutledge
after a poor kick in an Oct. 28,
1978, game against
Washington.
"I learned that Frank Kush
was attempting to pressure
players and coaches to go to
the extent of lying, if
necessary," Miller said.
He said he learned of a
cover-up last week after three
players, two coaches and
three others told him the)
seen Kush strike Rutled..,
who has filed a $1.1
lawsuit against the school at
Kush.
"Once I discovered the.
facts, waiting was out of thi
question," Miller said. hat
the responsibility to art
promptly to preserve t
reputation and integrity of ou•
athletic program and tb
university."
"I don't know exactly wh,i.
they mean by a cover-up..
Kush said. "I never hi,:
anything to do with that. I toid
the players to tell the truth.'.
He repeated earlier denial,
of hitting Rutledge or al
other playet, but admitted be
sometimes slapped players or
the helmet or grabbed their
face mask to get their nl -
tehtion.
Miller said Kush tie''
again would coach at AS1 .
'which he built into a national
football power over the last 22
seasons.
Weaver, Tanner Continue
Series In Game 6 Tonight
By RALPH BERNSTEN
AP Sportr Wetter
BALTIMORE — The 1979 World
Series winner still is in doubt, but one
thing is obvious: the diametrically
opposite personalities and baseball
psychology of the two men fulling the
strings from the bench.
Earl Weaver, manager of the
American League champion Baltimore
Orioles, is an unorthodox strategist,
detached from his players, subtly
sarcastic, supremely confident. He's
patient, waits for the opposition to
make a mistake.
Chuck Tanner, field boss of the
National League Pittsburgh Pirates, is
a perennial optimist. He must have
been born with a smile frozen on his
face. He rarely criticizes his players.
He manages by the book. He's one of
the boys among his players.
At the moment, Weaver has the edge.
His 9rioles lead the Series 3-2 with the
sixth game scheduled for Baltimore's
Memorial Stadium tonight, a seventh
here Wednesday if necessary. The
opposing pitchers in Game Six are Jim
Palmer for Baltimore and John Can-
delaria for Pittsburgh.
Weaver, who got his first major
league managerial job with the Orioles
in 1968, has the credentials to back his
approach to the game. He has won five
American League pennants, six East
Division titles and one World Series. He
.has been first or second 10 times in 12
seasons.
Tanner began managing with the
Chicago White Sox in 1971, after an
apprenticeship in the minors and a 17-
year playing career, including stints
with Milwaukee, the Chicago Cubs,
Cleveland and the California Angels.
He held the White Sox job through 1975,
then taking over the Oakland A's for
one season.
The Pirates traded catcher Manny
Sanguillen and $100,000 to the A's to
obtfin Tanner as their manager in one
of 6aseball's rpore unusual deals. This
year he won his first National League
title. Now, he's faced with coming back
from a 3-I deficit in a' World Series, a
feat accomplished in a seven-game
Series by just three teams.
Tanner talks about momentum and
playing the game by the book. He brags
that he has the best 25-man roster in
baseball. He preaches togetherness as
an ingredient in winning. He works on
the emotional factor, not too high when
you win, not too low when you lose.
During the game he's a stoic.
Tanner is the master of the cliche. He
talks about no tomorrows, backs to the
wall, the will of the man upstairs, never
quit, win one game at a time, etc. His
office, even before a World Series
game, is open to friends. They bring
him wine and chickens. He rewards
them with Pirates' hats, a cheerful
welcome and don't forget to come back
goodbye.
Weaver has that salty rather than
country boy approach. He's all business
before a game. His office is entered by
coaches, maybe some players, people
concerned with the game. They talk
about the job at hand.
Weaver posts the lineup, then takes
complete control of the game. He's as
nervous as a cat chased by a big dog.
Sometimes in crucial situations he
covers his eyes or walks in the tunnel
leading to the clubhouse.
Playing by the percentages is another
way these field bosses differ. The book
is Tanner's credo. Weaver laughs at it. .
"I never read the book," Weaver said
earlier in the Series. "It's people's
judgment what the book should be. I do
what I think is the logical thing to do at
the time."
Palmer, who had arm trouble during
the regular season and finished with a
10-6 record, started the second game of
the Series and wasn't involved in a
decision as Pittsburgh won 3-2. He went
seven innings, gave up eight hits and
two runs. His overall Series record is 3-
1.
Candelaria also had some arm
problems to go with his chronic back
_condition and was 14-9 in the Pirates'
drive to the NI. East title. He wasn't
involved in a decision in the league
championship series, and was the
starter and loser in the third game of
the Series. He went just three innings,
gave up six runs and eighth hits.
Tanner insists that Candelaria_ is
physically ready to pitch. He'll have to
be against a Baltimore team that was
55-24 at home and 34-19 vs. lefthanders.
But Tanner will have all his pitchers
ready and figures to relieve early if the
"Candyman" gets in trouble. Tanner
used Bert Blyleven in relief Sunday, the
first time Blyleven relieved since 1972
at Minnesota.
Weaver received some disturbing
news Monday. Don Stanhouse, his
favorite reliever, is done for the Series
with a back ailment.
Tanner, whose 70-year-old mother
Anne died Sunday, arrived in Baltimore
with the team Monday. He was to
4turn home In time for her funeral
Thursday.
As for the weather in one of the
coldest Series on record, the forecast is
for temperatures in the low 40s, with
little chance of precipitation.
The key to the Series from a
Baltimore standpoint is pitching good
enough to silence the potent Pirates'
bats.
A Year's Difference
Racers Begin Preparation For '79-80 Campaign
By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Asked for a comparison of his feelings of a year ago to those
now, Ron Greene replied directly: "There's a world of dif-
ference. This group I have now has totally committed itself to
success."
Murray State's first day of basketball practice was held
yesterday, and after Greene and his assistants conducted a
workout-ending drill that had his players whooping it up at mid-
court, he talked of a team which, among other things:
features no one left who played under formerEacer coach
Fred Overton;
▪ is currently composed of 16 players, 10 of which are
newcomers;
• is made up of four seniors, four juniors, three sophomores
and five freshmen;
averages 6-41,2 in height;
and is, Greene says, "one of the toughest squads mentally
that I've ever had."
Murray finished 4-22 last season, the worst record in the
school's history, but Greene says that distinction throws no light
upon the current squad.
"Any new staff starts with an organizational year, and last
year was no exception," he said. "We had to lay the foundation
for a good program, and I think we did."
Greene lists the team's strengths as good overall quickness
and good depth, assets that could "make us the attacker instead
of the one attacked.
"Last year, we were always on the defensive," he says.
"Instead of initiating action, we always seemed to 'be the
receivepot someone else's action."
Murray is listed as opening its season Dec. 4 at home against
Roosevelt University, but the Racers have added another game:
against the Australian Nationals Nov. 28 at the Sports Arena.
The game won't count on the season's record, though, because
the Racers' opponent isn't a four-year school.
Returnees from last year's team include Kenney Hammonds,
an all-conference pick as a freshman; Gary Hooker, who sat out
last year after transferring from Mississippi State; Keith
Oglesby, last year's leading scorer; Allen Mann, Barry Snow,
Herman Boyd and Tom Adams.
Two other players who sat out last year but attended school —
Michael Davis and Torrell Harris — are now eligible and should
challenge for starting roles.
"No one has won a starting spot yet," says Greene. "Every
position is wide open. It won't take long for the top players to
establish themselves, but as of now, everyone is equal."
Of the five freshmen, two own impressive high schtiol
statistics. Glen Green, a 6-6 guard-forward, averaged 21 points
and 15 rebounds for Henderson County High last year while be-
ing named all-state. Mont Sleets, a 5-11 guard, averaged 32.3
Points for Erninence, Ky., High School and four times scored
over 40 points.
The Racers' recruiting season was rated by one national
scouting service as the best in the nation among mid-major
schools, and Greene says his recruits "are comparable to
anyone else's in the conference."
The public's first opportunity to watch the Racers will be Oct.
27 at 10:45 a.m., part of the Murray State homecoming ac-
tivities.
Hammonds, who led last year's Murray team in scoring
against Ohio Valley Conference teams, doesn't attempt to hold
back his enthusiasm.
"I can't wait for the season to start," the sophomore from Cin-
cinnati says. "Last year, there were people on the team that
were very negative about everything. I was new to the whole
program, and I never felt like there were any players I could
really talk to.
"Now I feel like I can," he says. "This tearo is going to be
good, because everyone has that positive attitude."
. Hammonds played sparingly in the early going last season,
but as the season progressed, his long, arching jump shots came
See RACERS, page II
Sophomore Kenney Hammonds admits he's excited about the
coming Murray State basketball season. The Racers began
practice yesterday.
Murray High JVs Record
Third Straight Victory
Randy Halley scored twice, and Bill Shelton and Ken Mur-
phy added touchdowns as the Murray High junior-varisty
football team ran to a 30-0 triumph over Lone Oak last night
at Ty Holland Stadium.
The Tigers jumped to a 14-0 halftime lead in coasting to
their third victory without a defeat.
Murray travels to Marshall County for a game Monday at
30 p.m., then winds up its season Oct. 29 at Mayfield.
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Louisville Eastern rolled to
victories in its first seven
games and its fans were
miffed that the Eagles never
made The Associated Press
high school football rankings.
Ironically, Eastern cracked
the top five this week after a
loss.
The "Eagles fell 18-12 to No. 2
Iroquois, but replaced
DeSales in the Jefferson
County AAAA ratings in
balloting by sportswriters and
—broadcasters: --DeSates,-- -
dropped out after losing 17-6 to
St. Xavier.
The top four remained the
same, although No. 4 Bishop
• David, 6-2, fell 12-0 to top-
ranked Trinity, 8-0. Iroquois,
8-0, remained No. 2 and No. 3
Butler, 8-0. routed Southern
" 40-6.
Owensboro, 9-0, chalked up
another shut-out by vic-
timizing Daviess County 13-0
and continued to lead State -
AAAA. The rest of field was
shuffled, however, by Bowling
Green's loss to Franklin-
Simpson, top-ranked in Class
AAA.
Bowling Green, 7-1, fell
from No. 2 to No. 4. Franklin
County, 9-0, nipped Shelby
County 14-12 and moved up a
notch to second. Paducah
Tilghman, 6-1, jumped two
spots to No. 3 after downing
Christian County 14-7. No. 5
Bullitt Central, 8-1, whipped
Lexington Bryan Station 21-0
and broke into the ratings for
the first time. The Cougars
replaced Lexington Tates
Creek, 6-2, which was No. 4
before a 6-0 loss to unranked
Lexington Henry Clay.
Franklin-Simpson, with its
victory over the Purples,
strengthened its hold on the
No. 1 rating in Class AAA at 8-
0 and the rest of the field
remained the same.
No. 2 Scott County,- 7-1,
blanked Danville 21-0: No. 3
Belfry, 7-0, blitzed Johnson
Central 40-0; fourth-ranked
Lincoln County, 8-0. polished
off Garrard County 13-0, and
No. 5 Barren County, 8-0,
slipped past archrival
Glasgow 10-8.
Mayfield, 8-1, continued to
lead the balloting M Class AA









with more and more regularity.
Greene says Hammonds will, at least presently, be a sw-
ingman, capable of playing either forward or guard. "He made
good progress last year with his ball handling abilities, and he'll
get to use them this year."
Hammonds, though, just hopes to play somewhere. "If they
want me at center, that's where I'll play. All I'm worried abott
is contributing to this team, because I know it's going
somewhere this year."
" Murray State Raster
Seniors — Gary Hooker, 64, 175, f, Manhattan, N.Y.; Barry Snow. 6-5, 110, I,Paducah. Xi.; Allen Maim, 64, 210, f, Detroit; Keith Oglesby,' 64. 10, f,Cleveland, Ohio.
Juniors — Michael Davis. 64, 170, g, Detroit; Jerry Smith, 6.4, 195, g, RockvilleCentre, N.Y.; Terry Triplett, 64, 210 1c,. Detroit; Michael Bates, 6-10, 270 c-(,Memphis. Tenn.
Sophomores — Tom Adams, 64, 170,8, Nashville; Herman Boyd. 64, 210. f,7i1emplus. Kenney Hammonds, 6-5.165, g4, Cincinnati.
Freshmen — Mont Sleets, 5-10, 175, g, Eminence, Ky.; Jeff Strouse, 6-1, 105 g.Evansville, Ind.; Glen Green, 64, 175, g4, Henderson, Ky.; Sorrell Harris, 6-4,175. g, Selkirk. N.Y.; MILK Davis, 64. 1115. f, Evansville, Ind.
Grant Points To Officials,
Errors As Vikes Stumble
By BRUCE uo.vrrr
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK — Coach Bud
Grant didn't come right out,
- and say it, but the implication
: was clear: the officiating hurt
' the Minnesota Vikings
- Monday night almost as much
as their seven turnovers did.
"I don't think the officials
:Aid a good job." Grant said
- after three fumbles and four
..Anteceptions helped the New
-:..York Jets post a 14-7 National
:Football League victory.
The biggest problem, he
said, was that on the kickoff
after Chuck Foreman's 1-yard
::touchdown run with 8:24 to
'play, Bruce Harper of New
York fumbled and Robert
::.Miller recovered for the
"I never heard a whistle,"
'7-Grant • said. "There was no
whistle. But they never called
it a fumble."_
Besides that, he said, "Ed
Marion (the head linesman)
--was cursing at our bench. I'm
sure it was a two-way street,
..but the officials are supposed
to be above that. Sooner or
- later, you've got to come to
grips with this problem."
: Still, Grant couldn't deny
:that all the turnovers did in
the Vikings. dropping thein to
4-4 and keen'ing them two
;games behind first-place
-Tampa Bay in the National
Conference's Central
-; • 'We got a lot of yardage, but
we didn't get many points," he
said, reflecting on Tommy
*ranier's 270 yards passing






The new—and very reliable —
A 8 Dick 990 plain paper cop-
ier compares to eotortment cost-
Ing 50% mote
The 990 has all Of the most
wanted: features ,ot machines
costing 50% more—including
the versatility to make 11*x 17'
copies copy on both sides or
paper and use most any kind




It was the brunt of, the
Minnesota offense. Kramer, a
third-year pro in his first
season as a starter, threw 48
passes — most- of them short
— and completed 28. The
Vikings' running game was
limited to 54 yards on 23
carries, with Rickey Young
gaining 31 yards and Foreman
just 13.
The Jets, meanwhile, ran
the' ball down Minnesota's
'throats. They gained 183 yards
on 41 carries, 78 yards by
Kevin Long and 54 by Clark
Gaines. Richard - Todd, the
target of the fans'- wrath for
what they felt was his lack of
leadership earlier this year,
pasied only 13 times —
completing nine for /2 yards.
Todd Scored New York's
first touchdown on a 3-yard
rollout just 4:56 into the game,
five plays after Tim Moresco
recovered punt returner
Jimmy Edwards'. fumble.
The winning points came
with 5:15 left in the third
period, when Kramer over-
threw Foreman on a busted
,pass pattern and strong safety
Shafer Suggs intercepted the
ball and ran it back 32 yards
for his first pro touchdown.
Foreman's touchdown, his
52nd as a Viking. tied Bill
Brown's club record. It came
at the end of a 73-yard, 18-play
drive — aided immeasurably
by one penalty.
That came when Donald
Dykes ran into punter Greg
Coleman to keep the drive
alive: Eight days earlier,
Dykes ran into Baltimore
punter Bucky Dilts, costing
the Jets a chance to beat the
colts in the closing minutes.
• -With the score 14-0, I told
thew not to do that," said
Coach Walt Michaels of the
Jets.
Falling Of Ranks
With USC Tie, Alabama
Moves To Top Of Poll




atop The Associated Press
college football rankings this
week, but Bear Bryant, coach
of the Crimson Tide, isn't
ready to celebrate.
"I'm not concerned where
we are right now," Bryant
said Monday. after the new
rankings were announced. 'I
would 10 times rather have
our players healthy than be
No. 1 right now. It is hardlo
enjoy being No. 1 under the
-circumstances." - •
Although Alabama clob-
bered Florida 40-0 last
Saturday, the Crimson Tide
did not emerge unscathed.
Among the injured players
about whm Bryant was
worried were split end Keith
Pugh, separated shoulder;
offensive guard Mike Brock,
hip pointer; defensive tackle
Joe Beazley, knee; defensive
lineman Warren Lyles, knee;
running back Mitch Ferguson,
hamstring, and defensive
tackle Scott Homan, achilles
tendon. •
"I'm happy for our
players," Bryant said; when
told his team was ranked No.
1, "but nothing counts but next
Saturday. "We are just get-
ting ,into the meat of our
schedule and we are badly
crippled."
The Crimson Tide, who face'






Murray High's Craig Crawford (32) was caught by a Lone Oak defender in last night's
junior-varsity football game at Ty Holland Stadium, but the Tigers won 30-0.
Sports At A Glance
NHL Standings
wet Pre Hockey At A Chore




W L T Pte GI
Atlanta 2 I 0 4 15
Philadelphia 2 1 • 4 11
NY Rangers 1 I 0 2 II
Washington 1 2 0 2 10
NY Islanders 0 2 0 0 4.
Smythe Division
St Louis 1 I 1 3 11
Chicago 1 I 1 3 a
Vancouver 1 1 I 3 9
Winnipeg 1 2 0 2 6
Edmonton 0 1 2 2 9
Colorado 0 2 1 I 6
Weirs Conferee ce
Adam, Division
Minnesota 3 0 0 6 it
Buffalo 2 I 0 4 15
Boston 2 1 0 4 10
Toronto 1 2 0 2 11
Quebec 0 2 0 0 4
North Dlellelen
Pittsburgh 2 0 1 5 II
Montreal 2 0 0 4 6
Loa Angeles I 0 1 3
Detrott 0 1 2 2




Los Angeles at Washington
Atlanta at New York Islanders
Wedwerday's Games




Vancouver. at St Lows
Detroit at Winnipeg
received 42 first-place votes
and 1,332 of a possible 1,360
points from a nationwide
panel of sports writers znd
broadcasters.
Texas, which defeated
Oklahoma 16-7, jumped from
fourth to second with the
remaining 26 first-place
ballots and 1,313 points.
Nebraska, a 42-0 winner over
Kansas, climbed from fifth to
third with 1,204 points.
Southern Cal, which had,
held the top spot since the
preseason, fell to fourth with
1,108 points after being tied by
Stanford 21,21:
Southern Cal, Alabama,
Oklahoma and Texas had
occupied the first four places
since the preseason poll, but
Oklahoma dropped to eighth
this week following its loss to
the Longhorns.
Houston climbed from
seventh to fifth with 1,011
points after edging Texas
A&M 17-14. Also advancing
two places were Ohio State,
which moved up to sixth after
a 47-6 rout of Indiana, and
Florida State, which climbed
to seventh following a 17-6
decision over Mississippi
State.
Oklahoma, Notre Dame ind
Arkansas completed the '1
Ten, while th Second Teo
consists of Michigan,
Washington, Brigham Young,
Auburn, North Carolina State, -
Purdue, Pittsburgh, Ten-
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World Series At A (Amu,.
By The Associated Pre.
Bert-of-Smelt Series
Ftivt Game
Baltimore 5, Pittsburgh 4
Second Game
Pittsburgh 3. Baltimore 2
Third Game
Baltimore I. Pittsburgh 4
Fear* Dense
Baltunore 9. Pittsburgh 6
Fifth Game
Pittsburgh 7. Baltimore I Baltimore
leads series 3-2
needs'', Game
Pittsburgh (Candelaria 14-9, it Balti-
more Palmer 104). in,
Wedneedsy's Game





By the Associated Press
MEMPHIS, Tenn. Attila
reports the city is dangling a
multimillion-dollar carrot
before Baltimore Colts owho'r
Robert Irsay. city officials
and Irsay aren't talking.
But the silence may be
broken today when the city's
representative to the National
Football League is expected to
meet with the City Council to
outline exactly how -green-
Irsay would find the Pasturus
should he bring the club to
Memphis.
A Memphis newspapi,r
reported this morning that
John Malmo, the city's till.
representative, was in
Chicago to meet with Irsay
Monday night to offer him a
guarantee of $7.5 million per
year for 10 years, expansion of
50,180-seat Liberty Bow l
Memorial Stadium to at least --
70,000 and an .office-train;n i,
complex.
Malmo was to outline u.
offer and Irsay's reaction ti,
the city c6uncil today. a,
cording to The Commercial
Appeal. Malmo_could not tx.
reached for comment.
Irsay, irked by what he calls
the "deplorable stadiuni
canditions of Memorial
Stadium" in Baltimore. has
said • he's Considering M.
phis; Jacksonville, Fla., and
Los Angeles. as possible riew












Milwaukee 132. Utah itc
needay's Gamer
Safi Antonio at Atlanta
Houston at New York
Detroit at Cleveland
New Jersey at Indiana
Golden State at Denver
Seattle at Phoenix
Chicago at Los Angeles
San Diego at Portland
Weibeeday'r Gamer
Cleveland at Boston
New York at New Jersey
Detroit at Philadelphia
Phoenix at Milwaukee
Kansas City at Denver
Portland at Les Angeles
San Diego at Seattle
The Top 20
The AP Top 'Near,
By The Aereelated Prete
Thisoiop Twenty teams tri The Associ-
ated Press college footbell poll, with lice
place votes in parentheses, records and
total points Points based on 30-11-111•17-16-
154 4-11-12-11-1044-744-4 42-1
I Alabarn• 42 540 1,332
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Jahn Clark Esc. & Const.  16 8
  150, 8,-,
.13 11
Shoemaker Seed Cb 12ts IP-,
Lynn Grore Market 114 121/2
PaglIs''s  10 14
MtJROTCDe$ PI 24,
MeCuLvton AutoElectric 8 18
HIGH TEAM GAME
Paradise Kennet.,  591
Clark Exc. & Cana=
Paradise Kennels.. 580
High TeattiCame, WI
Clark Exc. 1r Collet . . ..... 789
Ky. Like 011 Co  765
IitSU ROTC Dept. 762
HIGH TEAM SERIES (SC1
Paradise Kennels 1724
Ky. Iwke 011 Co 1621
Clark Esc. & 17..ore 1819
- HIGH TEAM SERIES tH471
Ky. 14ke 011 Co 7242
Paglials 2223
Paradise Kennels  . 2216
Clark Exc. & Corset. 2216
HIGH IND. GAME (SC)
Lols Strath 204
Lets Smith  MO
Vickie Baker 196





Ky, Like Oil Co
Kay Dyer 





HIGH IND. SERIES t "ICI




Lois Smith ..... . . 181
Ann Green . • • . 164
Vickie Oliver  146
Vickie Baker 143
Hilda Bennett  142
Jane McCuiston 141
Annette Haneline  130
Mary Routt. 121
Marie Clark .  13$
Sue Ian  i ... 137








By The Aerseisted Prete
American Crailereare
ElItt
WI T Pct. PT PA
Miami 5 2 0 714 133 IS
New England 5 2 0 714 1111 10
Buffalo 3 4 0 421 161 120
N Y Jets 3 4 0 428 142 111
Baltunore I 6 0 143 IS 140
Central
Houston 5 2 0 714 1113
Pittsburgh 5 2 0 714 170
Cleveland 4 3 0 571 145
CIncumati 2 6 0 143 119
West
Denver 5 2 0 714 110 101
San Diego 5 2 0 714 162 91
Kar1111113 City 4 3 0 571 173 91
Oakland 4 3 0 571 141 134
Seattle 2 S 0 216 131 la
National Conference
Eairt
I lILian 6 i 0 11717$ 119
Philadelphia 6 1 0 07 10 101
Washington 5 2 0 714 144 104
N Y Giants 2 5 0 1011 107 141
St. Louis 2 5 0 .205120 130
Central
Tarr-ma Bay 5 2 0 714 147 130
Chicago 3 4 0 42/ IS 1011
Green Elay 3 4 0 US 120 US
Minnesota 3 4 0 429 114 156
Detroit 1 8 0 143 117 173
Wen
los Angeles 4 3 0 571 125 175
Atlanta 3 4 0 CS 145 161
New Orleans 3 0 436 ISO 17S






Miami 17, Buffalo 7
New Orleans 42, Tampa Bay 14
Cincinnati 34, Pittsburgh 10
New York Giants 32, Sari Francisco II
Washington 13. Cleveland 9
Philadelphia 24. St Louis 73
Houston 28, Baltimore it
New England 77, Chicago 7
Denver 24. Kansas City 19
Oakland 50, Atlanta 19 -
Green Bay 24, Detroit 16
San Diego 20. Seattle 10
Dallas 0, Loa Angeles
Meaday's Game




Green Bay at Tampa Bay
Oakland at New Vat Jets
Philadelphia at Washington
Miami at New England
Chicago at Minnesota
Detroit at New Orleans
M. louts at Dallas
Atlanta at San Francisco
Houston at Seattle
San Diego at las Angeles
New York Giants at Kansas City
Mindny, Oct. n




In Midwest To 2-1
By the Associated Press
SALT LAKE CITY —
Milwaukee Coach Don Nelson
didn't like what he saw early
in the game, especially on
defense, and decided to
change tactics.
"Utah beat us on the of-
fensive boards bad early on,
getting second and third
shots," said Nelson. "But we
iiihe a couple of defensive
adjustments, and when we
did, it took a little of their
inside gad, away."
The defensive switch
worked well enough to help the
Bucks defeat the Utah Jazz
131-107 in the only National
Basketball. Association game
Monday night.
The Jazz, playing its first
regular-season home game
since moving from New
Orleans, jumped off to a 37-32
lead after the first quarter
behind the hot hand of Pete
Marovich. Maravich scored 14
of his ganie4otal 29 points in
the opening quarter.
. But the Bucks' sticky
defense contained Maravich
the Jest of the way, and
Milwaukee led 63-57 at the
half.
"We played a pretty good
first half," said Utah Coach
Tom Nissalke. "We had them
outrebounded by II in the first
half. I thought the big thing
was we didn't keep our in-
tensity .
"When you don't play with a
lot of intensity against a
running team, you get behind
quickly," Nissalke said.
Guard Junior Bridgman
scored 28 points and forward
Marques Johnson 27 as the
Bucks built up a 78-63 lead
midway through the third
quarter. -
Johnson and Kent Benson
combined for 15 points to open
the quarter, while the Bucks
defense held the Jazz. to only a
pair of field goals by Maravich
in the first five minutes of the
quarter.
Forward Adrian Dantle..v
had 23 for Utah and Don
Williams scored 12.
Nelson said the lack of depth
inside hurt the Jazz.
"We did beat them inside,
but you have to remember
that their pnly true center.
John Gianelli, has only been
With them a couple of days. He
is a good center and will help
the team soon, I'm sure,"
Nelson said.
Gianelli played half the
game, scoring two points and
pulling down eight rebounds
before 7,721 fans in the two-
thirds filled Salt Patel*.
Milwaukee increased its
record VIP 2-1 in the Midwest
Conference of the Western
Division. The Jazz droppedgto




AP Sports Writer •
When Horace Greeley gave
his famous words of advice,
"Go West, young man, go
West," was he really talking
to a group of basketball stars?
It sure seems that way. The
balance of power in the
National Basketball
Association has shifted
dramatically from East to
West in recent years, with
former powers like Boston and
New York falling on hard
times and giving way to ex-
pansion clubs like Seattle,
Portland and Phoenix.
While there is nothing,
essentially wrong with such a
shift — fans on the West Coast
have as much right to root for
winning basketball teams as
fans on the East Coast — it has
created a harmful side effect
that was *flighted in the
nationally ,televised season
opener between the Los
Angeles Lakers and San Diego
Clippers Friday night.
It was an exciting game that
featured a -brilliant 46-point
shooting spree by Lloyd Free,
a spectacular stuff shot by Joe
'Jellybean" Bryant, a fine all-
around pro debut by Magic
Johnson and a game-winning
16-foot sky-hook by Kareeni
Abdul-Jabbar that barely beat
the final buzzer — a perfect
showcase for NBA basketball.
The only problem was that
when the winning shot sailed
through the net, it was 1:48
a.m., EDT, and the only
people watching the telecast
in the major markets on the
East Coast were insomniacs,
night watchmen and the
hardest of hard-core
basketball fans. .
Ratings of the CBS Game of
the Week were off 26 percent
during the 1978-79 regular
season, and the weakness of
the New York Knicks and
Chicago.' Bulls 1 major
markets), as well as the
Boston Celtics (popular due to
tradition ,was a major factor.
There is no question that the
Pacific Division is the NBA's
strongest. Seattle, Los
Angeles and Phoenix may be
the league's three best teams,
and Portland and San Diego
are both solid contenders.
Golden State's biggest
problem is that it must play
six games against each of
these rivals under the NBA's
new unbalanced schedule.
All you can eat, $1.99.
Pass through our breakfast buffet as many timesas you like. And enjoy all the scrambled eggs, bacon, •'country sausage. hash browns, hot cakes, and biscuitsyou can eat. With all the coffee you can. drink. For one verysensible price. Only $1.99, every day from 6 to10.
a
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Wood Burning Stoves
Money Saver Couici be
With energy prices soaring
many homeowners are tur-
ning to wood burning stoves as
money saver, but those
savings could go up in smoke
if the stove has been poorly
maintained or improperly
installed warns the Insurance
Information Institute.
The Institute cites some
typical examples from a
inunber of states to illustrate
the potential danger to life and
property as a result of faulty
wood burning stoves.
Stop!










So. Ith Beside The Drivit•In
753-4114
-- New Hampshire fire
marshal Raymond Dewhurst
said that of 752 accidential
fires involving damages of
$5,000 or more investigated by
his department in 1978, 98 or
nearly. 15 percent,- were
caused by improper in-
stallation, maintenance or use
of wood burning stoves. •
— In Oregon, nearly 1,300
home fires during 1978 in-
volved wood burning units
making this the third most
frequent cause of fires during
the year, according to the
state fire marshal's office.
— In Massachusetts, wood
stoves caused 228 house fires
since record keeping started
during the winter of 1977-78,
the state fire marshal's office
reports.
— Montana's fire marshal
reports that 20 percent of all
fires in family dwelling units
daring 1978 were found to have
been related to the use of wood
stoves.
The dollar damage caused
by these fires is reaching into
the millions. One study by a
group of local fire insurers in
New England shows that more
than $2.4 million was paid out
in claims in 1978 as a result of















from 71 wood stove fires
caused more than $760,000
damage.
The Union Mutual Fire
Insurance Co., which writes
home owners insurance in
Maine, New Hampshire and
Vermont, said it has paid out
more than $800,000 in the last
three years to policyholders
for wood stove fire damages.
Losses for a group of small
New Hampshire-based in-
surers exceeded $500,000 in the
three-year period 1976-78.
The problem of fires
resulting from the improper
installation or maintenance of
wood burning stoves is




misuse of wood burning stoves
is contributing .to a growing
number of fires, injuries and
deaths.
Fire prevention • officials,
stove manufacturers, the
Consumer Product Safety
Commission and the in-
surance industry, agree that
improperly installed and
maintained wood burning
stoves are an increasingly
serious hazard to life and
property. They also agrge that
the overwhelming number of
fires that are occurring could
be prevented if just a few
simple rules are followed.












Heat Bill Is so Much Higher
Than Your Neighbors?





Carrier heat pumps have been delivering
reliable heating and cooling for more than 40






number of do's and don't's:
DO - place the stove on a
fireproof base.
DO - make sure there is the
proper clearance between the
stove and any combustible
material I wall, ceiling, fur-
niture, newspapers, or other
flammable objects).
DO - consult a detailed
safety manual to be sure the
stove pipe and flue meet
safety requirements.
DO - make sure your stove is
made of sturdy, suitable
material, such as cast iron or
steel. Look for stoves listed by
Underwriters' Laboratories
UL) or other recognized
testing laboratories.
DO - remember, if you
purchase a used stove, to
check it carefully for cracks
or other defects. The legs,
hinges, grates and draft
louvers also should be checked
carefully.
DON'T - ever burn anything
but seasoned, dry hardwood in
the stove.
DON'T - ever use gasoline,
kerosene or any flammable
liquid including lighter fluidl
to start a fire. Start a fire by
using small strips of paper
and twigs.
DON'T - treat the stove as a
garbage unit.
- DON'T - let a wood fire burn
unattended or overnight.
DON'T - light this year's
first fire without first cleaning
smokepipe elbows, joints and
flues, as well as the chimney.
A pamphlet outlining wood
stove safety requirements can
be obtained from the
Insurance Information
Institute, 110 William Street,
Nev York, N.Y. 10038, at 116
cast Please include
stamped, self-addressed No.
10 large ) envelope.
Here's the Answer tgfi
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q.. — We had aluminum
siding put on our house a few
years ago. It has taken on a
dirty appearance, probably
because we live fairly near a
utility company whose stacks
are constantly emitting smoke
of some kind. I have tried
hosing it down. It took off
some of the dirt, but there are
still stains in some places.
Someone told me to use a
detergent, but I am afraid that
it will take off the paint, which
seems to be in good shape.
What's the answer? •
A. — The information you
got was correct. First try a
mild detergent. If that doesn't
do the job, get some trisodium
phosphate and follow the
directions on how, to mix it.
Scrub only as hard as
necessary to 'Tellifove the
stains. The paint is not likely
to be affected unless you have
to repeat the chore every
month or so. One way to avoid
the use of a detergent and a
scrubbing brush is to hose
down the siding • periodically
before the grime has a chance
to set.
Q. — How can I get stains off
the top of a marble-covered
table? I have tried regular
cleaners without result and
am afraid to try anything
stronger for fear of ruining the
marble.
A. — This mast be the
season for staining marble,
since a number of letters have
come in asking for similar
advice. The answer is that
stains on marble, like stains
on anything, are different and
yield to different treatments:
If you know what caused the
stain, go to a marble dealer.
tell him what the item was and
ask for the proper cleaning
compound. If you do not laum
what it was, either buy two ol
three types of cleaners or see
if the dealer sells a marble-
cleaning kit. Also, you must
resign yourself to tbe fact
that, with an especially
stubborn stain, you might
have to have the top
repolished professionally. For
you and for ,anyone else who
his a table or anything made
of marble: .do yourSelf a favor
and buy a paste wax suitable
for use with that product. Wax
the marble once or twice a
year and then, if anything is
spilled on it, the odds are that
it can be wiped away easily.
Q. — We have a concrete
patio at the back of our house.
Some small cracks have
developed in the floor over the
past couple of years. They
never bothered us until
recently, when moss began to
grow in --the cracks.. What
causes this and what can we
do about it?
A. — Moss grows where
there Is continual shade and a
certain amount of dampness
Presumably, there is no













the patio. Sometimes this can
be corrected by the judicious
cutting of a tree branch that is
not permitting the sun's rays
to shine through. If this can't
be done, widen the cracks a
bit, apply a little weed killer to
the soil that is visible and then
fill the cracks with a concrete
patching material. Wet the
patches once or twice a day
for several days.
Q. — Do I apply black
lacquer the same as regular
clear lacquer?
A. --It Yes. It's regular
lacquer with a pigment.
the techniques of using
varnish, lacquer, shellac,
bleach, staid; remover, etc.,
are detailed in Andy Lang's
booklet, "Wood Finishing in
the Home," available by
sending 35 cents PLUS a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope to Know-How, P.O.
Box 477, Huntington, N.Y.
11743. Questions of general
interest will be answered in





















SECOND FLOOR PLAN FIRST FLOOR PLAN
THIS CONTEMPORARY TWO-STORY HOME is an economical square shape that will
fit on a modest lot. Inside, the entrance foyer merges into the living room. The dining
room features a tall cathedral ceiling. Plan HA112IA has three bedrooms. It has
1.145-square-feeton the first floor and 798 on the second floor. For more information
write—enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope—to architect Jerold L. Axelrod, 275











The number of tOils* of wood
residues now removed from
national forests is more than
six times greater than in,1973
when the federal government
first opened the woods to the
public for free firewood. More
'than 7.3 million green tons
were picked up in fiscal 1978,
compared with 1.1 million in
1973..
We're a jack-of-all-trades when it
comes to remodeling.
We're equipped with a qualified team
of men who will get the job done...
Murray Remodeling
753-5167












0 Solid cast iron lining,
grate and flue collar
0 Gasket lined cast













0 Upper heat chamber
with interior flue
retains heat
0 Cast iron door with
TRI-AIR rIAGNSEE/fS lets
YOU control the lore
0 Hign temperature
firebrick IITIONg holds
in heat for better
COmbustiOn
0 All welded steel body
- -it nagged and durable
In Stock

















Murray Lawn & Garden
Center 753-3381
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Welcome -
r eue 2ieli
Joe Dick, president of the Bank of Murray, shared his knowledge of banking and finance withthe high school juniors and seniors.
Participants evaluated the program to help with the planning of the next Career Day. HereJack Stanley of Stanley Plumbing and Bill France of Vanderbilt Chemical fill out evaluation forms.
Refreshments for participants and other guests were prepared and served by FHA membersdirected by Sally Crass, sponsor. From left ore Gino Shipley, Carol Beaman and Laura Sears.
'4-4t
A hospitality room provided the visitors a place tovisit and enjoy refreshments. From left are BrendaMaddox (back to camera), high school math teacher:Richard Butwell , vice president for academic pro-
grams at Murray State University; Robert Jeffrey,
superintendent of Murray Schools; Charles Walston of
PSR computer firm; Mike Holton, Holton-Melugin In-
surance; Stuart Poston, administrator, Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Mark Barber, a Murray High senior, chooses three
careers which he would like to learn more about.
Career Day At Murray High
Twenty-one men and women
representing a variety of professions in
Murray and Calloway County visited
Murray High School last week to share
their areas of expertise with high school
juniors and seniors.
The Career Day activity was spon-
sorai by the Murray Rotary Club with
club member Jack Uddberg serving as
project chairman. 'Committee
members Jim Pickens, E. J.
Haverstock and Tommy Brown arrang-
ed for the career representatives to
diseuss their respective fields with the
students.
Also helping with planning for the
event were MHS principal Roy
Weatherly ' and school personnel
Doralyn Lanier, Charlotte Barker and
Sally Crass. Other Rotarians who serv-
ed on the steering conunittee were
Allen Moffitt and Vernon Gantt.
The students at the high school had
jeen surveyed last spring to determine
:he careers in which a large number
eld an interest. The students were
allowed to attend three different ses-
sions of their choice during the morning
after viewing a film presented by Dr.
Gary Brockway, advisor of Phi Beta
Lambda, a free enterprise fraternity
and Murray State university.
The careers represented and the pro-
fessionals who participated in the pro
. &ram were:
Medical Doctor — Dr. Bailey Binford,
' local physician..
Other Health Services — Stuart
Poston, administrator, MCCH.
Nursing — Dorothy Higginbotham,
registered nurse at MCCH.
Dentistry — Dr. George Oakley, Mar-
ray dentist.
Lawyer — Stephen Sanders, Murray
attorney and former city judge.
Accountant — Robert Martin of
Shackelford, Goode and Thurman,
public accountants.
Social Worker — Connie Talent of the
local office of the State Bureau for
Rehabilitation.
Cosmetology — Sheila Ward, beauti-
cian at Reflections.
Banking and Finance — Joe Dick,
president of Bank of Murray.
Industrial Management — Bill
France, Vanderbilt Chemical Co.
Food Service Management — Chuck
Wynn of Pagliai's and Dakota Feed and
Grain.
• Computer Science — Charles Walston
of PSR Computer Services.
Teaching —1.aye Peebles, teacher in
the Murray Independent System.
Secretarial — Faye Wells, secretary
In the Military Science Department at
MSU.
U.S. Foreign Service — Dr. Richard
Butwell, vice president for- academic
progfams, MSU. 
_
Agri-Business — Dan Shipley, local
agri-businessinan and insurance agent.
Electrician —Jun Pickens of Pickens
Electric.
Insurance — Mike Holton of Holton-
Melugin Insurance.
Automotive — Mike Ryan, . service
manager at Parker Ford.
_Retail Sales — Nix Crawford, for
many years owner and operator of a
Western Auto store locally.
Plumbing — Jack Stanley, of Stanley
Plumbing.
Mike Ryan of Parker Ford holds the interest of a large group of students by describing his jobresponsibilities










' FHA MEMBERS welcomed participants and directed them to their assigned rooms. From left areKaren Lewis, Jill Morris, Carole Edwards and Carol Dick.
PHOTOS BY KA yE PEEBLES










FRANKFORT, Ky. 1API —
At least $450,000 more is
needed this fiscal year to
clean up and stabilize the
Maxey Hats nuclear waste
disposal site, according to a
top stale official 
Frank Harscher, secretary
of Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection,
said Monday that the $700,000
appropriated for this fiscal
year is "substantially short"
of the amount needed to carry
out short-ternt water and
'sludge managetnent plans at
the Fleming County site.
Harscher told the Special
Advisory Committee on
Nuclear Waste that the state
needs to spend from $450.000 to
$885,000 extra to 'carry on work
at the site.
"Work should be done
quickly to head off problen
Harscher said, adding that
$450,000 would be enough to
complete essential site work.
He said other stablilation_ . . -
projects could be delayed until
after July 1, 1980, the start of




Subscribers who have not receiv-
ed 'heir home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
530 p m Monday-Friday or by
330 p m. Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6- p.m., Monday through Fri-
day, or 33o p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper. Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
Saturdays to guarantee
delivery
The regular business office hours
of The Murray Ledger & Tories ale
8 Lm. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to noon, Satur-
days
recommended that the full
$885,000. be appropriated so
that improvements can be
made as quickly as possible.
Committee member Russell
McClure recommended that
the committee support the
larger appropriation.
"It's obvio that the whole_
key to solving this thing is
getting these trenches cap-
ped; reducing the amount of
water, and improving the




Committee hold a public
hearing during the 1980
General AsSembly on the
Maxey Fiats situation.
Harscher estimated that the
legislature would need to
appropriate $1.7 million to
continue work at the site
during the 1980-81 fiscal year
and $1.3 million for site work
in-the 1981-82 fiscal year.
Maxey Flats has been
closed to further burial of
radioactive Wastes, and the
'state Natorat-. Resources
Department has contracted
with Dames and Moore Waste
Management Services tric.,.to
lean up and stabilize the site.
Robert Berlin, a Dames and
Moore spokesman, said the
company has taken several
steps to implement a short-
term water and management
program, including improving
the drainage system to reduce
the amount of rainwater
seeping into trenches where'
radioactive Waste is buried.
"We've gone a good way
toward controlling water at
the site," Berlin said.
Dames and More was hired
last June after tests of water
near the disposal, site showed
that small _ amounts of
radioactivity were leaking
from trenches on the site into
nearby streams.
The contract calls for the
company to stop rainfall in-
filtration, seal the trenches,
get rid of acumulated Water
and solidify and dispose of
contaminated sludge.,
NUTRITION GROUP—A student advisory group on nutrition was recently formed at
North Calloway Pementary School. Guided by faculty advisor, Marlene Beach, and
cafeteria manager, Ernestine Hargis, the youth group discussed nutrition, school lunch
menus, and National School Lunch Week, Oct. 15-19. Plans were made for student, faculty,
and parent participation in the school food service program. Pictured, left to right, John
Mark Dillon, Mrs. Joanna Adams, Carmen Newsome, Mark Frye, Mrs. Beach, Mrs. Hargis,
Beth Woodall, and David Grady.
Many Injured In Philadelphia
Commuter Train Crashes
- By LEE LINDER
Associated Press Writer
PHILADELPHIA AP) — A
rush-hour commuter train
crashed into the rear of
another- passenger train
today, injuring scores of
riders who were sent tumbling
through the aisles.
There was no word of
fatalities in the accident on the
Media-West Chester line, but a
spokesman for Misericordia
Hospital said 51 persons had
been brought to the facility.
A spokesman for the
University of Pennsylvania
Hospital said 47 persons were
being treated, including two
who were seriously insured.
Passengers on the trains
said the accident occurred
when a five-car train bound
for Philadelphia crashed into
a two-car train which had
been stopped, for a disabled
train up ahead.
It was not immediately
clear whether the disabled
train was involved in the
collision.
"We ran into the two-car
express from West Nester
which had stopped for a train
in front," said R.C. Morrow Of
Glen Milli, a structural
engineer for Conrail.
'We just plowed into the
back of it and all hell broke
loose. There were hundreds of
people standing in the aisles
and they tumbled all over
from  the-collision,- - -
"We were going at-a good
clip, 40 to 45 miles an hour. We
started flying when the
engineer hit the brakes. Most
of the people hit their heads
and faces on the seats in front
f them. I hit the front seat
square on the chin. Boy, did'it
hurt."
At least four cars derailed,
but remained upright.
The track was bent. and
twisted and the ears at the
point of 'collisiou_were sand-
wiched together' like an -ac-
cordion.
"We were completely
stopped," said Samuel Smith
of Boothwyn, an employee of
Conrail who was riding on the
two-car West Chester express
train.
"They made -an an-
nouncement that the train
ahead had broken down and
we would be delayed a few
minutes. I was reading my
paper and all of a sudden I felt
a crash in the rear. People
were screaming."
A passenger on the rear
train said the train "just
plowed into the back" of the
middle train.
The scene was overrun with
police wagons, ambulances,
fire rescue squads and about
.100 policemen and firemen
helping the passengers get out
of the cars.
Many victims were carried
in stretchers while others
walked away holding bloody
handkerchiefs. -
George Kutz of Springfield
said he was riding in the lead
car of the Elwyn local when he
beard the motorman shout
"Brace yourselves."
"Those few seconds war-
ning gave us a chance to grab





(AP) — The Nobel -Memorial
Prize in Econorings.-.eras
awarded jointly today to an
American and a Briton
working in the United States.
The $190,000 prize went to
Theodore Schultz of Chicago
and Sir Arthur Lewis of
Princeton University for
pioneering research into the
economic problems of
developing countries.
The Alfred Nobel Memorial'
Prize in Economic Science, a
10-year-old additiqn to the
original Nobel prizes, was
given to Schultz and Lewis
"for their pioneering research
into economic development
research with particular
consideration of the problems
of developing countries"
according to the citation by
the Royal Academy of
Sciences.
The two economics
professors share the prize
equally.
Schultz, born in Arlington,
S.D., in 1902, and an
agricultural economist from
the outset, has specialized in
the "human factor" in
economics. He took his .doc-
torate at the University of
Wisconsii tin 1990 and has been-
Charles Hutchinson Professor
at the University of Chicago
since 1952, and professor
emeritus since 1972.
Lewis, born at Castries on
the West Indian island of St.
Lucia in 1915, has been James
Madison Professor of Political
Economy at Princeton
University in New Jersey
since 1968. He is a British
citizen.
Lewis is a leading figure and
pioneer in developing-country
research who started to
Hard Rock Maple










6 sun $1 2500
publish unportant works on
the economics of poor coun-
tries in the 1950s.
The analysis of development
problems by Schultz and
Lewis have a number of
features in common, the
awarding body noted in a
statement.
The economics prize, set up
by the Central Bank of Sweden -
in 1969, has been heavily
dominated by Americans. The
United Slates _has had nine
laureates in the 10 years the
prize has been awarded. The
two most recent were Milton
Friedman, like Schultz from
Chicago University; in - 1976,
and Herbert Simon of Car-
negie-Mellon University in
Pittsburgh last year.
Four Nobel awards have
on
been distributed so far this
year and of nine laureates five
have been Americans, just
like last year. Two have been
Britons. one Pakistani and one •
German.
Last week the Caroline
Institute split the Nobel





On Monday the Academy. of
Sciences awarded the physics
prize jointly to two Harvard
physics professors and a
Pakistani, and the chemistry
prize to an American and a




Buy One, Get One For 99°
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'Atlanta Sympitony Orchestra '-
Gives Effective Season Opener
By Neale B. Mason
It a as the good fortune of
the members of the Murray
Civic Music Association to
hear the Atlanta Symphony
Orchestra in the association's
first concert of the season. It
turned out to be an extremely
effective way to open, the
season.
The Atlanta Symphony has
grown and matured under the
aegis of Mae Robert Shaw,
and came it'ross as a very
significant orchestra of major
proportions in every sense. To
those who have not heard it
recently, the concert was a
revelation, as the orchestra.
under the baton of Louis Lane.
co-conductor, played a strong
program with the vitality one
expects from professionals
who love their work.
Lane proved himself to be
an excellent conductor,
although a little theatrical.
and the orchestra responded
eagerly to his wishes.
The program that was
played on Friday evening
began with somewhat of a
novelty. - Charles Ives'
Variations on "America" is
usually _hi)ard as an organ
piece which was its original
form. This arrangement for
symphony orchestra was done
by the American composer,
William Schuman, and seems
to be somewhat augmented
from the original. It is a clever
piece of music, ranging from
the deformed version of
"America" with which it
begins, through extremely
contrasting • variations
showing .a wide range of or-
chestral color and styles.
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outstanding brass section of
the orchestra, with intricate
solo passages for the firSt
trumpet. It is not a great
work, even by Ives standards,
but as a "throw-away" it
served its purpose well. Along
vvith being reasonably en-
joyable, it gave the orchestra
a chance to "feel out" the hall
quitr-safely.
The soloist of the evening,
Leon Bates, the young concert
pianist who is appearing with
the Atlanta Symphony this
season . under the sponsorship
of the Xerox Corporation,
proved himself to be a very
capable young musician. His
offering, the Rachmaninoff
Second Piano Concerto, is one
of the most lush scores in
orchestral literature, and the
orchestra reveled in its
glorious themes and exotic
sounds.
After a very luke-warm first
movement, Bates, Lane, and
the orchestra seemed to begin
adjusting to the acoustics and
to each other, and the piece
came alive. From the middle
of the Second Movement to the
end, it was as good -a per-
formance as one could hope
for. Lane seemed to make the
most of the concept that this
piece is conceived as a three-
movement symphony with
piano obbligato. Bates seemed
to concur, and his clean,
- tasteful technique was a_ joy in
the third movement. Always a
crkwci-pleaser, this per-
formance of Ore . concerto
seemed to finish up as being
well above average.
It is unfortunate that due to
unavoidable circumstances,
Bates was required to perform
ort -b.smaller piano than is
usaa' ay supplied for a work of
this magnitude. This could
have contributed to the
discomfort in the first
movement of the concerto and
the necessary adjustments in '
balance were difficult for
orchestra, conductor, and
soloist to make:
In the performance of the
Brahms Second Symphony,
immediately after in-
termission, thg orchestra and
Lane were at their best. The
performance was outstanding,
stressing as it did the or-
chestra's strong point - the
strings: Very fine dynamic
control was she's% and was
especially effective.
The second movement,
beginning with its glorious
moment for the celli, was
beautifully handled, and well
controlled. In this movement
also the woodwinds came into
their own with tasteful per-
formances by the horn, oboe,
and flute,- nr particular- -
The scurrying third
movement, with its rocket-
style string passages was
extremely effective, and was
followed by one of the most
sensitive readings of the
fourth movement that this
writer has experienced.. The
00d WI rids were very ef-
fective in this movement, with
strings carrying the load, arid
brasses filling in beautifully
The shifting moods and
ds namics were especially well
defined by Mr. lime's very
effective reading. The or-
chestra responded like a
dream.
The enthusiastic audience
insisted and Lane and the
Atlanta Symphony responded
with Wagner's Prelude to the
Third Act of "I.Ohen'grin" as
an encore. This bright. noisy
music was played brilliantly
and added a marvelous finale
to a thoroughly enjoyable
concert.
It is unfortunate in this da
of flawless recordings, that ,
the live performance suffers
in comparison. Audiences
sometimes become intolerant •
of the live spontaneous per-
formance • where all is not
always perfection. This was as
good a symphony concert as
this area has ever heard, and
the people of the area should
be, especially grateful to the
Murray Civic Music
Association and to the
Southern Arts Federation, of
which the Kentucky Arts
Commission is a member, for
the grant which helped to
bring this concert about.
-Pigs will eat snakes
wherever they find. them ar..I
scientific evidence shows th,d
even a poisonous snake can t
hurt a pig. The pig's [bilk
layer of fat apparentiy
neutralizes the snake 1.•enoin














YOL RE ALWAYS GRIPING
ABOUT THE MENU. YOU
PLAN IT TODAY!







THE HOUND OF THE
BE1A6LEVILLES '
V: 
WOW! THERE'S A LOT OF
GREAT STUFF IN HERE./
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fly AGO.
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IF YOU DON'T GIVE ME .11 
THE CAKE,YOU'RE FIRED!



















.One (11 1958 Chevy
Dump Truck S/N
58S115426, as is where
is, for cash to the
highest bidder at 1
p.m. October 16, 1979,
by the Calloway Coun-
ty Sheriff'Max E. Mor-












casion let us show
















Hebrews 10 25 -Not forsaking
the assembling of ourselves
together as the manaer of
some is. but exhorting one
another, and so much the
more, as ye see the day ap-
proaching" Sabbath worship
service. Saturday's 5 pm til 6
pm Bible study, 6 til 7 and 7
til 8 evenings. Study by phone
anytime Free Store for the
needy All donations ap-
preciated Anyone having need
or would like Bible information




runs good. Call 753-
9924 after 3:30 p.m.




























Sheriff . . 753-3151
State Pol. 1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns, Committee.
list and keep handytlifre
aders are urged to clip
rimer the telephone. A
FOR SALE
Coed 15' aluminum noshed,
wAli 15 Ito. Num oalkowl.
ma molds wt* traihr,
clove top, skis, ski Mk. God
3 Ile jackets. Call 153-1914,
ask les Kama. betels. T ow.
‘31.11. $2.03. •
Will the young man driving the
dank blue or green 1967 Fond
truck with light top who teak
the 1811. silver metalflake
HydrostreaM beat with 175
Ennrude from 718 So. 4th
Tuesday, October 2 at 6:30WM,--
. please calk 753-3619 before
legal action is taken I have two





Listod here is a reedy
reference that will quickly
h•lp you locate th•




3. Card of Thanks
4. In Monitory






13. For Sale or Trod*
11. Wont To Buy












27, Mobil. Horn* Soles
28. Mob. Hornet Rents
29. Hooting-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Wont To Rent
32:"1tpts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent








44. Lots For Sole







52. Boots and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trod*




















5. -Lost and-Found 
Found 2 small dogs Call 753-
2760
FOUND
Set of Ford car keys,
at corner of 12th &
Vine, Sunday, Oct. 7.
Call 753-8485.
lost in Graves County area full
blooded Huskie dog black with
silver markings answers to the
name Lobo Child's pet
Reward' Call 492-8884
6. Help Wanted  
Housekeeper wanted, one day a












mediately, a position in the





and accountant duties. Ex-
perience necessary. Excellent
salary and fringe benefits. Rep-






Men or Wornen over ii with
automobiles are needed in
Mist ay and Atirors. Delivery
starta about November 1. Send
name, address, a6e, telephone
number, type of auto, insurance
company and hours available on
• post card to D.D A. Ines, Rot
'The ledger and Times.
••Ais Ivo/ apperPoolty Impboyer •
6. Help Wanted
NOW HIRING

















want to work need ap-
ply. Call 502-759-1345,
ask for Mr. Branson.
Help wanted. Part-time workers
from 7 til 5 pm. W.M. Avery
Lumber Co., Box 95, Puryear.
TN, 901-247-3761. - 
Assistant manager for local
finance office. Good benefits.
Mutt have high school educe- •
non Call 753-1412. 
Homeworkers earn $50 per
hundred 'securing, stuffing
enevelopes. Free details, Reply
Titan, Box 944851N.
























Apply in person at
Vanderbilt Chemical
Corp., Route 2, Box 54,
East Penny Road,
Murray, KY 42071.
Mayfield Cablevrsion is creating
a direct sales team due to re-
cent expansion of services. We
have several openings for en-
thusiastic applicants Excellent
commission structure and part-
time hours- Call Murray
Cablevision at 753-5005 for an
appointment.
Need babysitter in my home
three days per week. Wednes-
day. Thursday, and Friday. 753-
9599. 
Taking applications for 'cooks.
poly in person at Triangle Inn.
i01 South 12th,/ 
9. Situation Wanted
Responsible lady would like- to
babysit toddlers, full time in
her home, within walking
distance of University
References. 753-4188 
Would like to babysit in my
home anytime and any age
Call 753-4052 
10. Bus. Opportunity 
Fabric business for sale Good
location in Paris For further
details call 901 642-6039 or
642 4826
11. Instructions  
Western style square dancing
lessons available for beginners
or former dancers by Murray
Square-A Naders Club Call
436-2571
11. For Sale or Trade-
For sale or trade- 1967 Chevy
Super Sport 753-6940 or 753-
6764.
14. Want To Buy 
Wanted to buy: standing
timber, top prices patd. 489-
2334.
14:Wifirral4  
Paying $8 50 per dollar foi 90
9peir3ce.nt silver coins 1965-69
halves paying $1. 50 each 527
9
15. Articles For Sale
Closeouts King Kw! I S. matt
and foundation Our best. Floor
sample king size, reg. $699 set,
sale $479, one only. Spinal
guard king size, extra firm reg.
$530 set, sale $399. Diplomat
11 posturebond gentle firm
King reg. $569. sale $439 set.
Queen reg. $399, sale $299
set; reg. size $339 set, sale
$239 set; Anniv. Quilt King set
reg. $429 set, sale $259 set.
queen reg. $299 set, sale $199
set. Many other sets, Queen
and King size. Special savings
while they last. Bring your
truck or van save del chgs
Diggs Sleep-World, 211 Wood.
Paris.
For salt two 15" x 8;t" unilug
rocket mags; two P215-75R15
glass belted radial snow tires.
-almost new, two G60-14 Scat-
Trac white letter tires; two 15
inch ET mag wheels with like
new G70 Hercules Honcho 70
tires, like new, four GR7015
steel belted Coodyear tires.
mounted on Gran Prix factory,
Rally wheels, four_ Pontiac fac-
tory Rally wheels for full size
car, side pipes for Corvette
Phone 753-7393 
lock sets, polished brass or an-
_Niue brass, key in knob sets,
$7.99; passage. $3.99. Wallin •
Hardware, Paris. • 
12 foot dual axle Neck Over
trailer. new: one mortor mixer,
4 bas with gasoline engine: one
Champion portible brick saw.
Call 753-8500 




Water beds cal-king or queen
from $249 Also compnents.
mattresses $49, heaters $69.
safety liners $13, pedestals
$39: hdw kits $10: fill-n-drain
kits $10. water cond $2.
designer sheetsets 4 pc $49;
insulated comfortors $59; rail
pad sets $39; massage units
$29. patch kits $3. cap and
seal kits 51.50. matt. pads
$19. if its --for waterbeds see
Diggs Sleep World. 211' Wood.
Paris. 642-4724 
Wood burning fireplace insert.
"Twelve", 36" wide, 24" high,
with blower. 9 months old.,Ifts
most. conventional fireplaces.
Call 753-7716 after 5.pin.
16. Home Furnishings 
Nice_ clean 'feather beds for
sale. Call 492-8637 after 6 pm.
Stainless steel sinks, double
compartment, 4 hole, self rim-
ming. $29.99; $39 99.. and
$49 99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Will sell good used furniture
and appliances. The Odd Shop
642-8250. We buy, sell, and
trade. 
19. Farm Equipment
John Deere model 4440 trac-
tor, completely equipped in-
cluding monitor, John Deere
21' disc. John Deere model
7,000 planter with monitor,
IF John Deere chisel plow,
John Deere 6 row cultivator,
John Deere 15' harrow. John
-Deere 6x16 plow. John Deere
rotary hoe. All equipment one
year 'old and in brand new con-
dition Phone 489-2141 
Jan 30- sickle mower, ex-
cellent for trimming under and
around electric fences for high
grass or weeds $250 759
'1850 after 6 pm. ,
Tractor batteries, 6 or 12 volt.
3EH or 30H. 2 year guarantee,
your choice, $49 99. Exchange.
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Wheelbarrows, $19.99; $2919;
$39.99; $59.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris. 
22. Musical
Baldwin Grand piano. 7 foot,
ebony. 2 years old 247-7645.
Mayfield.




Includes shrubs over 60 varieties to select





Prices Start at go.
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New shipment of pianos and
organs Buy now and save!
4 Claytons. I & 13 Music 153-
/515
Spinet piano used like new
Used console and grand pianos
Practice pianos and organs.
Lonardo Piano Co , across from
the Post Office in Paris. TN
PIANO IN STORAGF
Rsaatiful spinet console
stork locally Reported like
aus. Responsible party can
set. le big saving on leo










All fuel chimneys triple wall
pipe 6-x30 $18 99.
$29 99 Installation kit 6'
$21 99. 8' $4199 Wallin
Hardware Pans
Aluminurh extension ladders
14' $28 88, 16' $31 88. 20'
$45 99. 28 $70.99 Wallin
Hardware Pans
Bath tubs 5 ft. steel
$64 99. Colors $69 99
Hardware, Paris
Chain saw chains three-eighths
inch pitch for the following bar
sizes 16'.. $10 25. 20''.
$11 99. 24- $1499 Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Firewood. seasoned any
length. delivered $25_per rick.
Boyer Tree Service, 753-8536
For sale Quality 'seconds
fiberglass at discount prices for
greenhouses: mobile home skir-
ting, garages, carports utility
buildings Prices for 10 cents
sq ft and up Desks, chairs.
safes and file cabinets. Ross &
Sons Salvage Mdse Inc., Mar-
tin, TN 38237 Phone 901-587-
2420 Open Mon-Fri 7.30 to
500, Sat 730 to 3 00
white
Firewood for sale, will deliver
$1800 per rich Call 753-6837
Mobile home roof - tcratritg.. 5
gallon pail. $26.99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
Nice Snapper. 8 horse, riding
lawn mower $325 753-1380
after 6 pm_ _
Over 800 rolls 'of wallpaper in
stock at Sherwin Williams,
Southside Shopping Center,
Pro Shatp chain saw
sharpener Sharpens your chain
like a pro $1199 Wallin Hard-
ware Paris
Prints, complete numbered
sets by Neal Holland; $150.
Ken Holland. $1250, Ken's last
series. $450. Granstaft $600.
Singles by these artists Ensor,
Morehead, and Gray Steve
Pool. Rt. 5. Box 15. Benton.
KY Call 354-6635
Skil saws. All with Pi- cutting
blade. model 553, $29.99;
model 574. 434 99, model
559. $59 99 Wallin Hardware,
Par is
Save up to 90 per cent on
ladies, mens. and childrens
fashions New and like new. We
sell for you and to you. Only
fine quality and current styles
accepted. The Answer, 1407
Main St. Benton, KY Open 6
days 10 til 5 pm
Used Minolta SRI 201 camera
with Fl 4 50 mm lens. 135
mm lens and wide angle lens,
excellent condition Call 753-
1919 between 8 and 5 pm
Wood for sale, $25 per rick for
hickory, oak, and ash Delivered
in Murray area only. Call 753-
0663 and ask for Chris Snyder.
25. Business Services
The Poodle Shop, professional
grooming. Pine Point Resort.
Phone 642-1972
26. TV-Radio
AM-FM 8-track stereo with
walnut speakers, like new,
$150 Call 753-9351
Stack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna,
can talk to Canada and Mexico. 
Wanted - Responsible person to
take up payment on 19" .color
color t.v. Claytons-J & B Music, 753-4758
open fit 6 pm. 753-7575.













with remote control, b
month old $600.00 •
-Also-
Stereo Cons*
AM/FM with 8 track
$300.00
Coll 753-6531 ask for
Sarah
27. Mobile Home Sales
1915 Double wide on 2 acre
of, central air, well and large
garage located in Kirksey
Price reduced Call 489-2248
after 5 pm
f or sale 1968 Richmond 2
bedroom. 12x50 house trailer.
Unfurnished, complete new
electrical copper wiring
system gas heated. $3250
Rosenpauls Hair Shop. 354-
6644
f or sale by owner 2 bedroom
mobile home. 1265, central
air and heat, on 3'1 acres all
fenced. Stock barns, fruit
trees, large bass pond Also
1 lx15 block house for guests.
Asking $22.000 Call 753-
2751
1912 12x60 Two bedroom with
central air gas heat, anchored,
furnished with good house fur-
niture washer and dryer Will
sell*unfurnished or partially.
Call 767-4023 after 3,30 pm
Will negotiate leaving town
- Two bedroom mobile home,
-good condition -central gas
heat, appliances and drapes
'Call 753-8810'
. 1975, '12x70 Tt.vo bedroom
with central heat and air, fur-
nished with washer dryer. and
dishwasher Call 753-4963
after:5 30 pm 
28. Mob. Home Rents
For rent trailer. 2 bedrooms.
12 bath, water furnished $50
deposit-, $130 per month.
Phone 753-2377.
29. Heatint-COOing
Electric heaters. 4000 watt, 4
stack. $35.99 Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
Wood heater, automatic,
deluxe cabinet brick lined,
cast iron grates and doors. 24"
fire box. $1999 Two speed
automatic blower. $49 99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
30. Business Rental
Shop for rent Call after 6 pm,
753-6966 
32. Apts. For Rent 
Furnished apartment for rent,
close to University. Call 753-





and dryer hookup, central heat
and air Call 753-7550
Apartment for





34. Houses For Rent
For rent. Partially furnished
farmhouse, garden, etc. Near
school. You put in bath, make
repairs, rent negotiable. Write
Box 32 T.
For rent 2 bedroom farm
house $75 per month Call
437-4419
36. For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT
Warehouse storage
space, up to 1,000 sq.






Ideal for storing house full of
furniture, cors, ont
business overflows, etc
Phone 753-7618 after 5:00
p.m
36. For Rent Or Lease
1 Office Space For IRent. Call 753-7618 after 5:00
37. Livestock-Supplies












Springing Holstein heifers Call
502 694 3500 after 8 pm
Milburn Ky
Three springing Jersey cows
Phone 489-2525
38. -Pets-Supplies
Great Dane puppies, black,
AKC 6 weeks old Also
Labrador Retriever, female 6
months old Paradise Kennels,
753-4106
Red female Doberman 10
weeks old AKC registered ears
clipped Call 753-7217 after 6
Pm
Two year old registered Irish
Setter with papers $100 759-
40$3 
At:Produce
,For sale Pumpkins for Hallo-




209 Winne Street .
NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
HAIRCUT $1.25 PRICE SHAVE 75'
1,.. 1.•••1901 a h•••• ma. rime cal ?SI MS*. Ivy 1.1••••••• notary Mae %Me*
43. Real Estate 
A park-like settingf!! Tree lined
streets, quiet neighborhood
and a rustic A-frame. .All
waiting for you .3 bedrooms
arranged for complete privacy.
spacious living room with
woodburning fireplace ..double
garage. .2500 sq. It. Just
reduced!!! Call 753-1492
now Offered by Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
''Now I suppose you'll
your self-winding wrist
43. Real Estate
A fine home says a great deal
This sparkling clean 3 bedroom
home is easy on the pocket-
book with T V.A approved in-
sulation and a lovely 1
bedroom apartment for added
income Stretch your dollars,
call Spann Realty Associates,
753-1724.
Choice building site of over five
acres on Murray-Brandon Mill
Road near Hamlin, KY and Ken-
tucky lake Restricted to homes
only. Slope facing south
suitable for solar energy type
home Priced at Only $6250.
Financing available. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
Sycamore. Murray, 753-0101 or
753-7531.
Executive home. 5 bedrooms. 3
baths, family room. Extras
galore in this energy saying
home Beautiful wooded lot.
Heat pump, automatic roof




clad thermo doors, gautiful
kitchen cabinets, %lectric
garage _door opener_ Shroat-




4000 Square feet in-
sulated metal building
on 1 't acres located on
busy highway 4 miles
from Murray. Priced
below replacement
cost - 60's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1722 for full-time real
estate service.
For the greatest ,return on
money...Invest in real
P.state...We have a business op-
portunity for you that will let
you build up equity, receive an
Income and provide a good tax
shelter. Approximate monthly
income of $800. Call for more
Information....753 -







We have just listed a
200 acre farm with ap-
proximately 120 acres
tendable. The farm
has two tobacco bases
and barn as well as a
6,000 bushel grain bin.
Owner also has a
mobile home and 35
acres, 20 of which are
tendable, for only
$29.,900. Call today on
both these farms.
Phone Kopperud Real-






From the entrance foyer to the
tile patio, this home IS built for
living. Plush carpeting
throughout the living room, 3
bedrooms, and spacious den
featuring a wood burning
fireplace with heatolator. Only
one year old. To see this quiet
spot in the country call Spann
Realty Associates, 753-7724.
Great lbcation! 204 Soulh 9th
St. Convenient to hospital, doc-
tors, town, shopping, and chur-
ches Living room, kitchen, 2
bedrooms, and bath. Roof is
one year old Neat older home
Listed at $32.000. Shroat-
Waldrop Real Estate, 759-
1707.
New mobile home on large
wooded lot located in a seclud-
ed subdivision. 12x65. 2
bedrooms, 2 baths, central air.
fully furnished. Underpinned
with porches and steps. Ready
to live in. Reduced to $13,500:







Ph 461 .1-,'`.-2,41.t; 174-371.1
Soull- Fulton Tr•nn
Quality plus in-this fine home
in Cantebury. 4 bedrooms,- 2
baths, living room, family room
with fireplace, and seperate
rec room. Marble baths, Lee
and Monicello carpets, natural
wood paneling, central inter-
com and vacuum systems,
smoke and fire detectors. TOD
many features to .mention.
Shroat-Waldrop Real Estate.
759-1707.
Two bedroom house and three
acres on Buffalo-Sulphur Road
east New- Concord. Priced at
only $13.000. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
Sycamore St., Murray. 753-
0101 or 153-1531.
Retirees Delight
A delightful setting, 1
acre only 2 miles from
lake, has 2-bedroom











see this roomy 3
bedroom home, elec-
tric heat, carpeted
den, ample cabinets in
kitchen, nice dining
















;  759-1894 
New listing in Hazel - brick
veneer home with 2 bedrooms,
new wiring and new plumbing.
Has insulation as recommend-
ed by T.V.A. Located on 3.4 acre
corner lot. Nice large rooms.
Good retirement home or first
home with room for expansion





home has 2 bedrooms,
bath, electric heat, full
basement. Equipped
for year around living.
Furniture included.
Beautifully decorated.










,This makes house sense!!! For
the active family who wants a
really functional home, here's
an opportumty...3 bedroom, 2
baths. fully equipped kit-
chen...A good place to raise a
family. Let us show you this
home today .Call 1492...Of-
fered by Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors
44. Lots For Sale
Lot for sale Kentucky Lake,
Pine Ridge Shores, wooded
area. walking distance to lake,
sacrefice must sell, $1100.
443-6045 or 502-239-7215. _
Two lots. 100x210 each,
Duiguid Drve. zoned R-4. city
water and sewer, $7500 each.
- 753-5744. 
46. Homes For Sale
For sale 4 bedroom brick,
2800 sq ft 1107 Poplar
Street. Phone 753-1362. days
436-2869 evenings.
House for sale by owner,
$17,000 or best offer. Call 153-
5375 after 5.30 pm.
House for sale in Canterbury.
New 4 bedroom house nearing
completion. Call 753-3903.
5 bedroom, 2 bath brick home
with living room, fireplace and
den, 30x50 concrete block
body shop. Located on 3 acres.















350 Four cylinder Honda
motorcycle. 4,000 miles, ex-
cellent condition, windshield
759-1850 after 6 pm, ' 
48. Auto. Services
Car batteries, 35 month
guarantee, 80 amp, $29 99. ex-
change 60 month guarantee,
95 amp, $39 99. exchange
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
49. Used Cars
1974 Camero, Ltd Edition
automatic, air. rally wheels,
good gas milage Call 436-5870
or 759-4778.
1975 Chevrolet Nova, 2-door,
41,000 miles, V8 with air. 753-
7404 or 489-2152
1972 Datsun 510 wagon,
automatic, good condition, new
paint. $1050. Call 753-8124.
1975 Ford Torino, good condi-
tion, $1190. 1973 Ford Ran-
chero with topper, $1150.
1967 Ford pickup, 6 cylinder








For sale: 1978 T-Bird Town Lan-
dau, fully loaded, moon roof.
Take over payments plus $200.
753-0318 after  6 pm.
1916_ ford Granada, sgoml,„oD
gas, low excellent
condition, must sell. 753-2677.
1973 Ford Pinto, automatic, 4
cylinder, 36,000 miles. Call
753-9621.
1976 Gran Prix, black on
black, loaded with every luxury.
Power windows, AM-tape,
cruise, climate control, air. and
CB. Excellent condition. Phone
753-7853. 
1979 Honda Accord LX, 5-
speed, factory air, power steer-
ing, $6,900. Call 753-2266.
1979 Mark V. loaded with
everything including . moon
roof. Call 753-4509 or 753-
7357.
1978 Monte Carlo Landau,
power steering and brakes, air.
AM-FM, CB radio, low mileage,
excellent condition, one owner.
642-5027 mornings.
50. Used Trucks
One 1.972 C-60 Chevrolet t ton
truck, will take 16 ft bed ex-
tra clean $2750 Call days
615-232-5150 nights 61232-
6221
1972 Two-ton Chevrolet truck,
427 motor 5-speed 2-speed
axle. good tires air. brakes.
power steering, 16 ft, grain
bed, 23,000 lb rear axle, 9000
lb front axle, new 22 ton dou-




repair on all brands. Winter
storage available. Hitches,
parts, and accessories. White's
Camper Sales, Highway 94
East, Murray. KY. 753-0605.
For sale 1973 Windsor travel
trailer, fully equipped $400
and take over note Call 753-
4150 between 10 and 530.
ask for Terry
Overhead camper for long
wheel base truck, in good con-
dition $600 Calf 492-8515 
52. Boats and Motors
1976 Fisher Marine water
rover. 25 hp motor, trolling
motor and trailer, excellent
condition, $1250. 759-1943.
For sale: 1977 16 ft. Hydra-
Sport bass boat with 1977 150
hp Mercury motor. Call 489-
2195 after 5 pm. 
53. Services Offered




Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing.
aluminum siding: gutters, and
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1-
362-4895.
Backhoe work; septic tanks,
footings, and gravel hauled.
492-8258.
Can't get those small jobs
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry, pain-
ting, plumbing, aluminum
siding, patios, small concrete
jobs. Call 436-2562 after 5 pm.
11.1973 MG Midget, good condi-
tion', new tires, new top. Call
after 6 pm, every day except
Wednesday, 753-3984.
1973 Monte Carlo Call 753-
8361
1968 Plymouth Satellite 383,
excellent running condition.
Must sell. 753-2677. •
1974 Six cylinder, Plymouth
Satellite, power. air condi-
tioner, AM-FM, nice. Priced to
sell. 753-4027.
1971 blue metallic
Volkswagon, body in excellent
condition, interior good condi-
tion, good running motor, new
tires, new brakes, new fuel
pump. $1900 or best offer. Call
436-5555 or 436-5489.
1977 228 Camaro, white with
brown trim. tilt, AM-FM 8 track
tape. 435-4373. 
50. Used Trucks
1977 Chevrolet two-ton truck,
low mileage with or without
cattle bed. 527-1315 or 474-
8854.
1970 Chevrolet Pickup $750
Call 759-4683.
1979 CJ-5 Renegade. white
with blue strips, power steer-
ing, positive track, lock out
hubs, perfect condition. $6850
or best offer. 753-6802 or 753-
7108. 
1972 Chevrolet Cheyenne
pickup. 350 automatic, power
steering. air, tilt wheel, nice,
good condition, $1750. Call
753-8124.
1968 Ford 6 cylinder
automatic. • ton pickup.
Motor overhauled. $850. Call
days 753-4751 or after 5 pm
753-3447.
1,979 Jeep Honcho Pickup,
leaded with assomes. Call 753-
4509 or 7537357.
Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and





Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home od-ons, and patios, or U-
BUILD piP cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less.












your needs, old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565.
Concrete and block work. Block
garages, basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. 753-5476.
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient set,
vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489-
2774.
Chimneys and stoves cleaned.




Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827.
Carpet and vinyl installed. Work
guarenteed. 7 years experience
in this area. Call Bob Mills at
489-2480.
Do You need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24' below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate, Steve Shaw 753-
9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343.
For your chain link fencing
needs, contact Montgomery
Wert Free estimates 753-
1966
Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs
For your home alterations.
repair, and remodeling also
new homes and commercial
call 753-6123
Guttering by Sears, Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
Housecleaning done, have ex-









1.1124 ,fi /53 696,
53. Services Offered
Insulation blown in by Sears
save on these high heating and
cooling bills Call Sears 153
2310 for free estimates
licinsed Electrician and gas in
stallation will do plumbing









and brbwn. Roofs sealed Also
patio awnings, open or screen-
ed in, with or without windows
Also carports, single and dou-
ble sizes Jack Glower. 753-
1873 after 6 pm.
Roofing Call 753-9620
Termites You spend thousands
of dollars for a home but never
think about termites - they
cause the most damage next to
fire. Have your home treated
now! 753-3914. Kelley's Ter-
mite & Pest Control, 100 South
13th Street, Murray, KY. Over








Herndon s portaoie welding
wrvice. Route 6 Box 154 Mur-
ray Kentucky 753-9507
Will haul driveway white rod;
and Ag lime also have any type
of brown or white Pea gravel
Call Roger Hudson, 753-6763
or 753-4545
Wet basement' We make wet
basements dry work complete
ly guarenteed Call Of *rite
Morgan Construction Co
Route 2. Box 409A Paducah
KY 42001 or call day or night
1-442-7026
Will haul anything Clean
basements Will haul county
garbage Call 753-9685
Will do hauling of any kind city
or county Call 492-8704
Will haul anything that will tit
in a pickup Call 753-5857
Will do ironing in my home
753-2469
Will haul driveway gravel, dirt
sand Also do backhoe and
loader work Phone 753-4545
or 753-6763
We do upholstery. furniture
boats. automobiles campers
anything you wish We have a
very wide selection of fabrics
Call 753-5361 or 753-6488
56. Free Column
Free kittens -to good home.








Want to own your own shop? We have just the
place for you, located on approximately 5 acres
just off Overbey Road, 24'2 miles from town; in-
cludes a 2 bedroom basement home. Exceptional
buy at $30,000.
Reduced to sell. This-really beautiful homesite
has a large 2 br. home and new large paneled
family room. Home in excellent condition and
has a 2 car carport. 51 acres of land included with
sale. More acreage available. Home has carpet,
elec. heat and wood stove. You must see this
scenic land to appreciate its beauty and the
development possibilities. There are 1550' of
TVA frontage on Blood River.
ROOM TO EXPAND - on the outskirts of Hazel,
2 bedroom, brick veneer, newly insulated to TVA
specifications, n vs-71T'b15rC.overings. Large, large
lot. To see, call Louise.
Thanks, Mother Nature - for this lovely wooded
lot that is the setting for this quality 3 bedroom
home located on Minerva, near the schools and
tennis courts; central gas heat; large outside
storage building - Call for an appointment. This




Want to live in Canterbury but thought you
couldn't. afford it? See this 3 bedroom 2 bath
home with economical gas heat di central air.
Nice carpet and large kitchen-family room.
Large lot. Priced in 50s.
Helen Spann 753-1579 Louise Raker 753-2409
James H. Green, Sr. 436-2430
IhesseN Spwrlech 753-9734 Goy Spann 753-2537




The funeral for Mrs. C. Ray.
!Adele Johnson of Kirksey
Route 1 is being held today at
1:30 pin at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Joel Smith and
Henr Hargis officiating.
Providing the song service
will be singers from the
Kirksey Church of Christ,
w here she was a member,
with Kevin Smith as leader..
Serving as pallbearers are
Kenneth Carson,- Larry
Carson, Paul Jones, Charles
Martin. Robert Martin-. and
Lobo. Treas. Burial will follow
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Johnson. 68, died
Sunday at 4:35 a.m. at the
Community Hospital.
May held. She was a retired
employee of Parker's Food
Market.
Survivors include her
husband. C. Ray Johnson:
four sisters. Mrs. Hiram
Tucker. Murray. Mrs. Taz
('opeland. Benton, Mrs. Joel
Sullivan, Benton Route 1, and
Mrs. Woodrow Burch.
Brookland, Texas: one
brother. Willis Short, Murray;
several nieces and nephews.
W. P. Kinchloe Is
Dead At Age Of 71
W. T. Tommy) Kinchloe,
71, of 213 Henry Ruff Road,
Inkster. Mich.. died there
Saturday. A retired General
Motors employee, he was a
former resident of Henry
County. Tenn.
Born Sept. 25, 1908. he was
the son uL the late- Joseph
Thomas Kinchloe and Addy
Dee Atherton. Kinchloe.- He
was a member of the Green
Plain Church of Christ in
Calloway County.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Mary Bazzell Kinchloe,
to whom he was married on
June 8, 1944; four daughters,
Mrs. Donna Jo Elliot and Mrs.
Jackie Ann Mazzpcco,
Milford, Mich., Mrs. Billie
Jean Hastings, Livonia,
Mich.. and Miss Tommie
Patricia Kinchloe, Wyandotte,
- Mich.; one brother, Roy
Kinchloe, Oak Park, Mich.;
• four grandchildren. •
Graveside, services are
being held today at 3 p.m. at
the Foundry Hill Baptist
Cemetery. Pallbearers are
Herman. Russell, and Rodney
Elliot, Dean Hastings,
Richard Paone. and Junior
Ray. Ridgeway Morticians of




The funeral for Mrs. Stanley
(Ethel Miller Martin of
Murray Route 8 is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Calvin
Wilkins officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White as organist and
soloist.
Grandsons are serving as
pallbearers and burial' will
follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Martin, 83; died




husband, Stanley Martin; two
daughters, Mrs. Alvin Hale
and Mrs. Alfred Jones, Dexter
Route I: one son, L. D. Miller,
Paducah Route 7; one sister,
Mrs. Gladys Outland,
Murray; one brother, Buren
Poyner, Hazel Route 1.
She is also survived by-four
step daughters. Mrs. Dudley
Parker, Mrs. Leda Gafford,
Mrs. Imogene Jobe, and Mrs.
Pattie McCurdy; five gran-




To Be At Oak Grove
Ernest Joe Hopper .of
Murray Route 4 died Monday
at 12 noon at the Murray-
('alloway County Hospital. He
was 67 years of age. -
Mr. Hopper was a member
of the Oak Grove Baptist
Church. Born July 23. 1912, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Jerry D. Hopper
and Ma inc
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. May Spann Hopper, to
whom he was married on Feb.




Herman, Harold, and Bobby•
Hopper. One nephew. Gerald
Hopper, is deceased.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
Oak Grove Baptist Church
with the Rev. Joe Bagwell
officiating and Jimmy Key
directing the church choir for
the music.
Pallbearers will be Jimmy,
Dale, and Calvin Spann,
Dillard "Hicks. Paul A.
Lassiter, and Danny Paschall.
Burial will -follow in" the Oak
Grove Cernetery. with the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel where





Word has been received of -
the death of Mrs: Carnie
Carson Eskridge, fornaerly_ of
the Kirksey Community. who
died Sunday at a nursing home
in Wyocena, Wisc. She was 92
years of age and a former
resident of Blytheville, Ark.
Mrs. Eskridge was the wife
of Wilder E. Eskridge who
died in September 1944. She
was a member of the First
United Methodist Church,
Blytheville. Ark. Born March
1, 1887, at Kirksey, she was the
daughter of the late William
and Mary Ross.
Survivors include one




Antonio, Texas; one grandson,
Bill Thomas, Campbri, Wisc.;
sever-al nieces and nephews.
Mrs. Eskridge was
preceded in death by one son,
Thomas Eskridge in 1969;-two
sisters, Mrs. Gertie Story and
Mrs. Ruth Sanders, and two
brothers. Van and Bob Car-
son.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Cobbs Funeral
Home, Blytheville, Ark., with





retired manager of the Hart
Hall Bookstore at Murray'




He was 75 years of age and-a
resident of Lexington. Tenn.
Survivors include is wife,
Mrs. Helen Tuck Williams,
one daughter, Mrs. Barbara
Ann Giles, and one sister, Mrs.
Marie Graves. all of
Lexington.
The funeral was held
. Saturday at 3 p.m. at the
chapel of the Pafford Funeral
Home, Lexington, Tenn., with
burial in the Lexington
Cemetery
--It- .2c. —a— tazoN
• 1977 Chevrolet 1/2 Ton
Silvered° Pick Up
,Rust and tan, power steering and brakes,
air, tilt wheel, approximately 44,600
4 
,
Keep That Grent GM Feeling #
maul isoroas Rues orvisioi4 With
 Genuine GM Ports
miles, sharp.
$4675"
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 
753-2617





Kress Parker of Murray
Route 6 died Monday at 1:15
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was
stricken ill at his home -and
died shortly after arrival at
the hospital.
Mr. Parker, 70, was a
retired employee' of the
Maintenance Department at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a member of
the Primitive Baptist Church.
Born Dec. 21, 1908. in Weakley
County, Tenn., he was the son
of the late Jesse Sherman
Parker and Dona Tomlin
Parker.
The deceased is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Loraine Evans
Parker; one son, Heron
Parker. Murray Route 6; one
brother. Dalton Parker, North
10th Street, Murray: five
grandchildren; five great
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at 2 p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with the
Rev. James F. Fortner of-
ficiating. Juanita Lee. and
Bobbie Burkeen will, present
the music.
Burial will be in the Lone
Oak Cemetery in Calloway
County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m.
today 1Tuesday I.
The 1979-80 officers of the Murray Vocational Center's Chapter of Future Business
Leaders of America were installed at the Oct. 10 meeting The officers are (from left
front row) Tammy Frankhouser, president Kim Erwin, vice president; and Jamie Bar-
nett, treasurer. (Back row) Lori Edwards, reporter Charissa Glass, parlimentarian; and
Laura Morgan, historian. Not pictured is Rhonda Garland, secretary.
The News In Brief 
NATIONAL
CALEXICO, Calif. (AP) -
With aftershocks still
grumbling, thousands of
Imperial - Valley residents
picked up shattered
possessions today after a
thundering earthquake in-
jured at least 91 persons.
Police and volunteers
patrolled against the threat of
looting.
Damage fruni Monday's
quake, measuring v6.5 on the •
Richter scale, was widespread
Faculty, Students To
Be Involved In Confab
Four faculty members and
four students from Murray
State University , will be in-
volved in the annual state
convention of the Kentucky
Music Teachers .Association
(KMTA ) at Morehead State
University Oct. 21-23.
Representing the faculty of
the Department of Music on
the campus will be:
Dr. Judyth Lippman,
assistant professor, who will
present • a session on
"Keyboard Skills Workbook";
Mrs. Neale Mason. instructor,
Bogal And Lovins
To Speak At UCM
-Role-playing and Struc-
tured Play, Tools for Family
Functioning" will be the topic
.presented by Dr. Rose Bogal
and Dr. Julie Lovins at the
United Campus • Ministry
Luncheon Program and
Workshop on Wedensday, Oct.
17, at 12:30 p.m. in the Ordway
Conference Room.
Dr. Bogarand-Dr. toviii
are both assistant professors
in Social Work at Murray
State University. Bogal
earned a B. A. in Political
Science and Master's of Social
Work and a Ph.D. in
Education from Loyola
University of Chicago. Lovins
completed a B.A. at the
University of Kentucky, a
M.SS.W. at the University of




workshop is the third in a
series of weekly programs
honoring International Year
of the Child. -The UCM lun-
cheon is open to interested
students, faculty,- and the
general public. Cost for the
informal luncheon is $1.25 and
will take place in the Ordway
Hall Conference Room. The
workshop which is scheduled
to begin at 1:30 p.m. is free
- and open to the public.
For more information
-fegarding --the-1.11:14.1uncheon
or workshop for International
_ Year of the Child, call 753-
3531*.
Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon. EDT, today, furnished to The Mur-
ray Ledger & Times by First of
Michigan Corp., of Murray, are as
follows'
Industrial Average -1.11
Air Products 30 +%
American Motors. Th unc
Aahland 37% +%




GA  F  iO¼tgsc
General Care 14% -%
General Dynamlal 42% Ali
General Motors 5004 -4/4






K Mart 24% -.,11
Pennwalt 3104 unc
Quake, Oita ,, II 44
Tappan 1704 +44
Texaco 21%
Wa ) Mart 211/4 .44
Wendys 1360 13A
editor -of the KMTA
NeWsletter: Marie Taylor,
assistant professor, Second
• vice-president of KMTA: and
Dr. James McKeever.
assistant professor..
Students who will attend
are: Julie Heil, Millstadt, Ill.,
Junior, who is secretary-
treasurer of the student
chapter of the KMTA: Karen
Atkins, Camden, Tenn..
senior; Bridgett Gregg.
Harrisburg, Ill., junior; and
Lisa Bell, Symsonia . Route 1
freshman.
Registration for the meetune
will begin at 6 p.m. Sunday in





fields of interest will be on Oa.
program. Much of the focus
during the meeting will be
piano, organ, stringed in--
strunients, and vocal mush(
"The annual All-State Plan.
Ensemble for junior high ap.1
senior high school students
Sunday. Oct. 21, will be [Myr
—the direction of [Jr. E I.
Lancaster, a 1970 graduate - ,f




Federgl-State Market News Ser, 1, P IP •
tuber 16,1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Flog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 327 Est. 500 Barrow-. &
Gilts moony .25 lower Sows 5041 00
lower
US 1-2 200-230 Its. . 134 25-14 50
US 2 200-240 lba  114 00-34 25
US 2-3 240-2501ba. 333 00-34 00
US 2-4 260-200 lbs.
Sows •
US 1-2270-35011w. . 126 90-27 90
US 1-3 300-45010s. 825 00-26 00 •
US 1-3 450-50016s. ... 826 00-2 00
US 1-3 50D-650 Ras . 328 00-5 50
US 2-3 300-500 Its 224 0025 00
Boars over 300 lba $23 00-24 00
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE Ky. AP
Estimated receipts cattle and ra,,s
2160; slaughter steers and heifer.
fully tested; cows steady; bulls Arad, t,
2.00 lower, most decline on yield grad...!
and some indicating less than 76 ar,
boning percent: vealers stead.,
slaughter Calves untested early . -
steady with Monday's late dia
1.00-2.00,
Slaughter steers standard and
9034205 lb 55,50-59.50;
Slaughter heifers few standar a,,.!
low good 9004100 lb 54.00-57 00.
Slaughter cows cornmer.
49.00; utility 45.00-52.00, a !, ;
dressing utility upto54.00;.
Cutter 460042.50; canner at, I •
under 800 lb 40.00.46.00;
Slaughter bulls yield grad, .
1530'lb indicating 78410 Car,a, r
percent 58.0044.21; yield grad, .
1600 lb 73-76 percent 53.50-58 00
Slaughter calves and vealer
150-280 lb %rulers 80 0694 On
calves untested;
Feeder steers medium frarm •.
muscle thickness 300-400 lb 83 00 -Li. n •
chiding 17 head black sta.-fa. 
400-500 lb 50.50-9000. 500-600 II, .4
86.25; 600-700 lb 73.25-7000 1/11- 1,11i..id iw„
loads 619472 lb 77.40-78.00.
66.25-73 75. medium frame No 2 14AD
lb 71.00-63 00; 500-700 lb 63 00-72 0,, •
frame No. 2 including Holstem
lb 60.013-78.00;
Heifers medium frame Neo ,T.uscie
thickness 300401) lb 69 00-7:, 10, N$, :AL
890 00-76 b, 560-7075 4.1
medium frame No 2 350400 it 58 00
69.00;
Stock rows medium frame ano.
900 lb 5-8 years old 48 50-52 50,
Bogs 900. barrows and e):'. •
.25 lower; US 1-2 lt6-250 It, A:, i•i
No. 2 195-260 lb 34.50-35 00. sows o
higher; 1-2 325-450 lb 2910-3) On 4:ir
lb 311631.15, 500430 lb 31 8543
to 23.45; No 3 320-500 lb 2150-7 or
boars over 300 Mostly 27 son 00
Sheep ss; untested early
throughout this agricultural
valley of 90,000, straddling the
U.S.-Mexican border about 100
miles east of San Diego.
INTERNATIONAL
PEKING I AP) - China's
most prominent dissident was
convicted today of a counter-
revolutionary crime and
sentenced to 15 years in
prison, spectators leaving the
courtroom said. The trial was
Considered- a- test of the
communist regime's new
legal system and its attitude
toward dissent and
democracy.
. The verdict in the day-long
trial of Wei Jingsheng, an
outspoken young editor, was
not announced officially,
SAN SALVADOR, El
'Salvador f AP - Two colonels
reputed to be moderates
favoring order and democracy
oustell the head of El
Salvador's rightwing military
regime. called on leftists and
rightists to end months of
violence and promised both a
part in the nation's future.
Cols. Jaime Abdul Gutierrez
and Adolfo Arnold() Najano
forced the resignation of
. President- Carlos Humberto
'Romero after their supporters
took control of five key
military bases, Monday. One





lead); Sen. Edward Kennedy in










health careers Explorer post
will hold its next meeting at 7
p in. Monday. Oct. 22. The
meeting will be held in the
private dining room of the
hospital cafeteria.
The activities for the
meeting will include a detailed
tour of the hospital's physical
facilities, presentation of the
slate- of officers by the
nominating committee, , and
final selection-of a uniform.
All students 15-21 years of
age who are interested in a
career in the health care field





Reports of serious crime as
measured by the crime index
for Lexington and Louisville
increased one peercent for the
first six months of 1979
compared to the* same period
a year ago, the FBI reported
Monday.
Lexington showed an in-
crease of 75 percent in mur-
ders. 36 percent in forcible
rape. 9 percent in burglar)
and 7 percent in motor vehicle
theft, Carl_ F. Freeman,
special agent in charge for
Kentucky, said. •
Louisville had an increase of
20 percent* in murder, 24
percent in rape, 21 percent in
robbery, 35 percent in
aggravated assault, 4 percent
in burglary and 2 
percent in
motor vehicle theft, Freeman
reported.
support for a second term
Monday at a political dinner in
Chicago, hours after Kennedy
sent a telegram reminding
her, "I have known you and
loved you and Chicago
longer..." Mrs. Byrne spoke of
the traditional right of an
incumbent to a second term
-upon reasonable per-
formance and dedication to
the national welfare."
WASHINGTON AP ) -
President Carter is holding a
White House birthday party
. Friday to honor one of his,
most popular urban programs
- and to remind the recipients
that he made it possible.
The event will draw at-
tention to the ace in Carter's
presidential poker hand: He
has money to hand out. Thus,
the reception is in the same
tradition that in 1976 prompted
Democrats to accuse then-
President Gerald Ford of
running- a Rose Garden
campaign.
WASHINGTON I AP) -
Special Counsel Paul J.
Curran is winding up his
seven-month investigation,
into nearly $7 million in bank
. loans provided President
Carter's peanut warehouse in
Georgia.
There was no official word
on the outcome of the probe
before ('urran's news con-
ference today, but there were
indications he will not
recommend any indictments.
riper Out
Of Jail After 121/ Years
AVON PARK, Fla. (AP) -
Convicted murderer Dr. Carl
Coppolino has walked out the
prison gates many tinies
before on furloughs. But today
is different, he says, "I can
look back at them this time
and know I don't have to cross
through again."
Coppolino, 47, was to
become a free man today after
12k-2 years behind bars, on life
probation.
-Irs an -old cliche; I know,"
he said before his release,
"but it's true - today is the
first day of the rest of my life.
Freedom, somehow, has taken
on a new meaning."
In one of Florida's most
sensational trials, he was
convicted in 1967 of second-
degree murder on charges he
injected his first wife, Car-
tuella, 30! a 'nurse, with a
Jethal amount of muscle
relaxant. He was sentenced to
life - but still says he didn't
commit the crime.
"Things are getting better
as the clock moves along," he
said Monday on the eve of- his
release from Avon Park
Correctional Institute. "The
big thing to me is I don't have
to go back.
"1 can get in a car with my
wife and daughter and look at
those-gates for the last time as
we drive away," he said in a '
ielepnone interview with The
Associated Press.
Coppolino won his release
Sept. 26 on a 6-1 vote of the
Florida Parole and Probation
Conimisson based on his
spotless record, while in •
prison. A condition of his
probation is that he not
practice Medicine without the
specific consent of the full
commission.
Photo Exhibit Scheduled
A panel of experts on the
Victorian Era will present a
program on the exhibition of
Victorian photography now
being shown at the Calloway
County Public Library on
Wednesday, Oct. 17, at 7 p.m.
at the library.
Panel members will discuss
how and why the collection of
approximately 200
photographs was assembled
and the persons who con-
tributed to the collection.
-They will also guide visitors..
through the exhibition which
has recently been shown in the
Clara Eagle Gallery. at,
Murray State Universgy: The
photos are on display in the
library foyer and in the
meeting room.
Taking part in the panel
discussion will be Mel Page,
MSU Department of History,
Michael 'Miller, 'David Ear- -
nest, and Michael Cohen, all of
the MSU Department of
English, and Charlotte
Foreman, Graphic Designer.
The program., sponsored by




Libiary,. will be held in the
meeting room of The public
library. The public is invited
to 'attend, -according .to
Margaret .Trevathan,
librarian.
U IIIP !dewed to on •
flounce that .41ison
Il'c'(ui'*'i. bride-elect
Jeff _Parks, hare selected
pottery. flat are and
crystal from our com-
plete bridal registrs.
ilison and Jeff tine,
married October 12
197'i










COMMerela441'004). $48. $5.50 "
Sale Starts Monday Oct. 15th
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